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*SECTION ONE*
BACKGROUND CONSIDERATIONS
\ ......./
-CHAPTER ONE-
Introduction to the Problem:
The Need for Management
Three clearly discernable trends dictate the necessity
of managing Rhode Island's offshore' and estuarine resources'
of sand and gravel:
RISING DEMAND: The consumption of sand and gravel
by U.S. industry is growing at an accelerating rate. From
a baseline of 500 million tons in 1954 demand nearly doubled
to 980 million tons per year-in 1970. Future projections
see up to 1,670 million tons being consumed roh~ually by 1985,
and 2,530 million tons by 2000 (Conunission On marine Science,
Engineering and Development, 1968:VII-152). Even as consump-
tion continues to increase, it has already outstripped that
of all other mineral commodities except water (llcKelvey, et.al.,
1968:p. 63), representing ~n annual demand of 5 tons per
capita (Hess, 1971:p. 4). Rhode Island is witnessing a
rise in demand comparable to that on a national level (Altieri,
McHale, 1972:Interviews).
DECREASING LP0TD SUPPLY, RISING COST: The demand for
aggregate material is highly localized around metropolitan
areas &~d their concentrations of residential, industrial
and construction users. The low ~mit value of sand and
gravel (?nd the high cost of trans~ortation necessitates
minimum separation of source and demand points. However,
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as working pits are depleted, the producer finds himself
prevented from working other close-in deposits by suburban
expansion, zoning restriction, ~~d highland costs. He is
forced to move progressively farther from his markets and
charge more for his product. The increased cost must ulti~
mately be absorbed by the conswner (Davenport, 1971:p. 36).
This process is already evident in the Rhode Island sand
and gravel industry (Altieri, Ii,IcHale, 1972:Interviews).
INCREASING EXPLOITATION OF OCEMi DEPOSITS: As land
supplies dwindle and costs rise it becomes increasingly attrac-
tive to look elsewhere for cheap and reliable sources. It
is apparent that for many coastal areas this source is the
ocean. Extensive, nearby and high quality deposits are fot~~d
off the shores of many coastlines once subject to glacial
action. A very large percentage of the Atlantic shelf of
the United States consists of such deposits (McMaster, 1960;
Emery, 1965). While little co~~ercial use has been made
of U.S. offshore sand and gravel potential to date, there
is no reason to believe this will continue. The United
Kingdom, faced with supply and demruld proble~s differing
from ours only by degree, is a'Lready producing over l3~;~
of her aggregate from the sea. Her industry supports 32
companies and 75 ocean-going dredges representing an invest-
ment of some $100,000,000 (Hess, 1971:p. -ix). One can ex-
pect an operation of similar or greater magnitude to develop
3
around the major coastal metropolitan areas of the United
States as localized land supply problems become more acute.
Blessed as she is with large and potentially valuable offshore
aggregate deposits, Rhode Island should be prepared to see
pressure for their exploitation rise in response to local and
regional needs.
M&~AGm~ENT RESPONSES: The proper function of coastal
management is to maximize the options open to the people of
"
Rhode Island in the development of their coastal resources.
This goal can best be realized by providing for the resolution
of developmental conflicts. before they materialize. Uncon-
trolled past development and consequent unarrt i.cd patied use
conflicts of many types have already seriously compromised
Rhode Island~s ability to maintain a flexible management
position. It has become increasingly evident that traditional
response to problems only after they have developed is no
longer tenable. We ca~ not afford ourselves the lUXUry of
dramatic solutions to critical situations. The potential
for large-scale exploitation of sand and gravel'deposits off
Rhode LsLand I s shores offers the Coastal Resources Management
Council a rare opporttmity to test the premise that anticipa-
tory management can minimize conflicts and maximize options.,
Successful resolution of the problems that oce2n aggregate
mining might be expected to introduce into our coastal envi-
ronment before they actually materialize will do much to prove
4
the value of coastal resource management for our state.
We can, therefore, expect to reap benefits for both the
public interest and the cause of management as a protector
of that interest.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES: The Coastal Resources
Management Cottncil is charged with broad responsibility
lito "develop resource management plans compatible with the
needs of the peo~le of Rhode Isla~d, while preserving and
enhancing as far as possible the natural qualities of the
marine environment" (Draft Statement, 1972:p. If. It has
specifically co~~itted itself to permit mineral exploitation
ltonly in ways which will not prevent other uses or damage
marine life" (Draft Statement, 1972:p. 6). Under Chapter 279,
Public Laws 1971 (1146-23-6 Sub A) the Council is charged
to:
d.
c.
f.
e.
a.
b.
Identify all of the state's coastal resources.
Evaluate these resources in terms of their quantity,
quality, capability for use, and other key char-
acteristics.
Deterrnine the current and potential uses of each
resource.
Det ez-mi.ne the current and potential problems of
each resource. - .
FOrrnLllate plans and progrruns for the management
of each resource, identifying pennitted uses,
locations, protection :neasures.
Carry out these resources mariagemerrt programs
through implementing authority and coordination
of state, federal, local and private activities.
Fo~ulate sta~dards where these do not exist,
and re-evaluate existing standards •
All pla'1.s and programs are to be developed around, the following
. 1
. ~
basic standards and criteria: "
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
As an agent
5
The need and demand for various activities and
their impact upon ecological systems.
The degree of compatibility of various activities.
The capability of coastal resources to support
various activities.
Water quality standards set by the department
of health.
Consideration of plans, studies, surveys, inven-
tories, and so forth prepared by other public and '
private sources.
Consideration of contiguous land uses and trans-
portation facilities.
Consistency with the state guide plan.
of the Coastal Resources Center of the University
of Rhode Island, the author considers himself bound to the
above charges. The following management proposals and regu-
latory syste~ shall reflect cognizance of the manager's
responsibility as defined under current legislation.
---'--"
"
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-CHAPTER TWO-
The Ocean Resource
sorlIE GE:NERAL CONSIDERATIONS: Sand and to a much
lesser degree gravel deposits cover more than 50~ of the
Atlantic continental shelf of the United States, frequently
ranging from the present beach area out to distmLces of 50 to
100 miles from shore and depths of 600 feet, (Ocean Science
and Engineering, 1967:p. 28). The southern New Englrold and
Central Atlantic shelf from Cape Cod Bay down through soutllern
New Jersey exhibits especially rich IDld extensive deposits
o~ Pleistocene (glacial) derivation (See Figures 1 and 2).
These deposits are of two characteristic types; tllose resulting
from the physical transport of material off the land through
glacial scouring, ~~d those resulting from river transport
of eroded sediments across the broad expanses of presently
submerged shelf that were exposed during the lower sea levels
caused by glacial reinoval of wat er from the oc ean basins.
Rhode Island's offshore deposits are primarily of ·~he former
category as the southern advance of glaciation appears to
have terminated in the approximate latitude of the state
(McIiIaster, 1960). The relict deposits laid down during the
Pleistocene are clearly distinguishable from present beach
sands by their coarser grain texture (Ocean Science llild
Engineering, 1967:p. 28). This coarseness, the sediment
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age of some 8,000 to 11,000 years, the gradated sorting of
particles by size, and the persistence of relict features
,
such as ancient drowned beaches, dunes and river beds, 'indicates
that-the deposits have been. largely inactive ~ince their for-
mation. They are, therefore, little if at all acted on by
present physical processes such as wave action, tidal drift,
currents, beach erosion or accretion.
Pleistocene deposits do not extend to the present
shore line. At a depth of between 60 and 80 feet (Emery,
1965:p. 151 and McMaster, 1960:1'. 271) inactive Pleistocene
deposits give way to currently active deposits. Sediments
in these shallower areas are subject to wave action, tidal
a~d non-tidal drift, bottom currents and on, off and long
shore transport patterns associated with active beach pro-
cesses.
The several processes involved in beach formation
justify consideration at some length due to their impact
on near shore sediment transport. With nearly 24 continuous
miles of excellent beach frontage along her south shore and
many other beaches scattered around Narragansett Bay, Rhode
Isl~~d must,of necessity, be conceTI~ed with the maintenance
of this valuable resource. There are two components of sedi-
ment transport in the near shore area which should be of .
irunediate interest in determining the effects of aggregate
extraction from. this zone. These are on and off shore seasonal
8migrations of sand and long-shore or littoral drift of material
along tIle beach-water interface. Both processes are governed
by the ability of wave turbulence to place bottom particles
in suspension and move them varying distances until the
density-gravity induced settling force of the particle over~
comes the wave's decreasing lifting force (Bascom, 1971:p. 133).
Winter storm waves with their high energy content and short
periods hit the shore with sufficient force and frequency
to lift particles off the beach face and carry them back
through the surf zone on the wave ebb. These particles then
settle out as the wave loses its lifting force and concentrate
along offshore bars running parallel to the beach face. The
ne-t;:transport of beach sand during the winter months is, there-
fore, off the beach and on to offshore bars. A natural and
often dramatic process of beach erosion takes place. During
the SlliTh~er months characteristic waves are of lower energy
a!ld longer period; they strike the shore in long, regular and
comparatively gentle swells. In this case net particle
transport is shoreward off the bars and on to the beach as
the wave loses most of its lifting force through percolation
into the beach face during the slow backwash , Over the
sun~er then, a natural process of beach accretion is in
effect and the beach broadens as it recovers from its narrow
I
winter profile (Bascom, 1971--see Figure 3).
The on-offshore movement of sand is not a completely
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PROFILE OF A BEACH is charaeterfsed by a berm (the deposit
of material at the top of the beach) and bars. In winter heavy surf
removes sand from the berm and deposits it on the bars; in summer,
light surf builds the berm. Vertical scale is exaggerated 25 times.
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GROWTH OF THE BERM at Carmel, Calif.. during the spring and
summer is indicated by this series of dated slopes, based on actual
measurements. Vertical dimension Is exaggerated 10 times. The
dotted line shows how berm was cut back during following winter.
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closed system. Material is lost offshore during especially
severe winter storms beyond the depth at which summer swells
can move it back on to the beach. Lost material is replaced
and the equilibrium of the beach maintained by lateral trans-
port of sand along and immediately seaward of the beach face
by littoral currents. These currents are caused by waves
hitting the beach at an angle and setting up a movement of
water and suspended material along the shore in a direction
opposite to that from which the waves are coming,(Bascom, 1971).
The details of particle movement may be clarified by reference
to Figure 4.
PRELIMINARY CONCLUSION: The d~n~ics of particle
transport in the beach zone indicate that a very delicate
equilibrium maintains the natural contours of existing beaches.
Removal of material from either the beach itself or its
offshore bars is almost certain to upset this equilibrium
a~d result in excessive erosion or other ~L~desirable con-
sequences. The relative inactivity of Pleistocene deposits
indicates that extraction of bottom material from them is
unlikely to affect beach processes. The exposure of deposits
in the 0-80 foot depth ranges to currently active physical
forces, however, suggests that their exploitation may have
a serious impact on the shoreline. In the absence of any
evidence to the contrary it is, therefore, recomrnended that
THE BOTrrOIJ EXTENDTNG FRQI;!: THE SHORELINE TO THE EIGHTY FOOT
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LITTORAL CURRENT, a current running parallel to the beach,
is set up when waves move toward the beach at an oblique angle.
Under such conditions sand grains lifted by the surf, norma Ily
moved:at right angles to the beach, are transported with the current.
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DEPTH CONTOUR BE DECLARED A BEACH CONSERVATION ZONE AND THAT
EXTRACTION OF BOTTOD MATERIAL FOR OTHER THilli APPROVED CHAfITfEL
IaAINTENANCE FRaN THIS ZONE BE FORBIDDEN. The approximate
location of this contour is indicated ·on Figures 5 and 6.
RHODE ISL&~D DEPOSITS: McMaster (1960) found that '
extensive deposits of sand exist in Upper Narragansett Bay
while the lower reaches of the Bay have a predominantly sand
bottom. Coarser sediments are found off Tiverton, Newport
Neck, Bristol Point and Warwick Point, The Upper Bay and
the West and Sakonnet Passages exhibit a hiGher proportion
of sand in the sediments than is common for the East Passage.
High concentrations of sand in the bottom sediments were also
identified along the northern and western sides of the Upper
Bay, the mouth and lower reaches of West Passage, the mouths
of the East and Sakonnet Passages and in Rhode Island Sound
off the Sakonnet m~d East Passabes (Figure 7). High ratios
(greater than 50 to 1) of sand to clay exist in the Upper
Bay, the head and several places in the lower West Passage,
the mouth of the East and the lower Sakonnet Passages (see
Figure 8).
Rhode Island Sound was fOlli~d to be predominantly
sand with several laree patches of gravel ro~d mixed sand
and gravel southeast of Block Islffild and off Sako~net Point.
A belt of scattered sand and gravel was discovered extending
southeast f r ou Point Judith and then bending back to the
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northeast to join a belt running southeast from the mouth
of the Sakonnet Passage. Another. broader belt was identified
southeast of Block Island running east (see Figures 9 and 10).
FORCES ACTING ON RHODE ISLAND DEPOSITS: Mcmaster
.(1960) is also the source of most information on the physical
forces determining the present distribution of Rhode Isl~~d
bottom sediments. He has found that Bay sediments are pri~
marily r ewor-ked glacial deposits with little contribution being
made by river run-off or erosion of consolidated shore rocks.
Sediment distribution is determined by active physical forces
of current, turbulence, tidal and non-tidal drift, salinity,
water density and bottom topography with the result that
•
coarsest, cleanest and best graded sand deposits arefo~~d
in the lower reaches of the Bay ~n sha'l.I ow waters subject
to tidal ~~d ocean turbulence. South Shore beaches were found
to be sub.j:ect to clearly defined patterns of sand movement
detennined by littoral drift in a predominm1t northerly
direction (Figure 11). A tongue of sand extending from
Point Judith up into the mouth of the West Passage is an
extension of the drift.
The clear dependence of present shallow water (less
than 80 feet) sediment distribution in the Bay and along
the South Shore on active processes confirms the general
observations already made and presents a forceful argwnent
for tile need to protect eha'lI ow Bay deposits from future
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exploitation.
RESEARCH NEEDS: Ecmaster (1960), Schlee (1968) and
McKelvey, et.al. (1969) have spoken frequently of the need for
more accurate and detailed information on sediment depth and
deposit delineation. Research efforts to date have yielded
less than satisfactory results-in both of these areas. Exten-
sive detailed mapping of bottom topography and bathymetry,
sediment types, distribution and depth, ~!d bottom structure
and profile would be of immense help to both the sand and
. gravel industry ~~d to the states and federal goverThuent in
determining the potential value of surface shelf deposits.
This value would need be measured not only in terms of dollar
'return for the producer ~~d royalty revenue to the ovmer,
but also in terms of impact on price to the consumer and less
obvious effects on the local and regional economy through
stimulation or retardation of other sectors. It is the impact
on the consumer end the state's economic health which should
be of prima~r concern to Rhode Island as she seeks to direct
the optimlliu developnent of her offshore sand and gravel
resources. Efforts directed primarily to the production
of revenue are liable to be self-defeating and will ultimately
cost the state a great deal. more than they can possi1?ly produce.
The tecmlology and tecmliques of bottom survey have
been well developed for a number of years. Sediment samples
",-,,-
Cill1 be taken by gravity, piston and vibratory corers or by
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grab buckets and dredge techniques.~ Three dimensional struc-
ture can be determined by magnetic, gravity, and seismic
profiling methods (Tracey, 1969:p. 17). Present methods,
however, have a number of shortcomings. They are time con-
suming, expensive ffi1d unable to determine the exact composi~
tion of sediTnents without phys~cal sampling. Coring devices
work poorly on sandy bottoms, while grab buckets and towed
dredges have limited penetration. Each of these methods
is slow and wasteful of expensive ship and man time. Drill
sampling is quicker and can sample the subsurface to greater
depths. It is, however, a great deal more expensive. Hess
(1971:pp. 22-25) indicates that it costs approximately ~25,000
per month to operate an exploratory drill ship off Great
Britain. A complete prospecting program including seismic
profiling costs between $180,000 and $240,000 per year (1970
dollars). The question naturally arises, then, whether the
potential value (as previously defined) of the offshore~
resource justifies further detailed surveying by the state.
I would maintain that it docs, at the same time recognizing
that present ~~d future denands on the state's fiscal resources
make it extre~ely ~mlikely that Rhode Island will be able
to finance a cooplete prospecting progr~a in the forseeable
future. There are, however, several things we can do to
increase our knowledge at reasonable cost. The Graduate
School of Oce~~ography c&~ be encouraged to expffild sediment
reseach efforts in the state's coastal waters. Greater use
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ca~ be made of surveys undertaken by the Geological Survey
and the Corps of Engineers. Both of these agencies have demon-
strated willingness to cooperate with Rhode Island in better
defining her bottom resources. Suspicions of federal motives
should not be allowed to prevffilt useful cooperation as they
frequently have in the past. The state should make a concerted
effort to participate either through the Universi t;y of Rhode
Island or the Coastal Resources Center in ongoing research
by other institutions in our state waters. The Raytheon
Corporation of Portsmouth and the University of New H&apshire
are currently engaged in a Sea Grant flli~ded study of Rhode
Island bottom sediments. The five year study be~~ in 1970
is aimed towards developing advanced acoustic profiling
devices and improved vibratory corers, developing mathematical
modelling techniques for analytical bottom mapping, locating
and evaluating sand and gravel deposits, and determining the
envirol~llental consequences of dredging (Sea Grant 70's, Vol.l,
No.l,;1970 and Nautilus: On Station, Vol.2, No.43, 1971).
Each of these research objectives should be of great interest
to the state 8nd would justify our participation at the
earliest possible date. It makes little sense to wait for
someone else to finish doing our research for us when we
could narticinat e now at what would. pr-obabl.y be minimal
.. ...
cost~
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.. _ None of the above suggestions could produce the
wea~th of._information that would result from a s;ystematic
prospecting program, but their much lower cost will more than
compensate for any minor inadequacies. We would all prefer
to base our decisions on complete information, but we must'
also recognize the fiscal restraints that are so often placed
on the obtainment of this infonnation. We will ultimately
find ourselves in a much stronger management position by
encouraging research efforts that we can afford rather then
holding out for programs that are clearly beyond our finan-
cial means.
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-CHAPTER THREE-
The Land Resource: Some Considerations
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: It is generally conceded that
domestic 'cdnsumption of sand and gravel aggregates is increas-
ing at an accelerating pace (see introductory remarks).
While present demand levels are satisfied by traditional land
extraction techniques, supply problems are beginning to
develop in the major metropolitan areas due to delnand con-
centration and supply restriction resulting froIn urban expan-
sion, increased land costs and zoning regulation (Davenport,
1971:p. 35). Producers are being forced to range farther
from their mar~cets to find suitable supply sources. This
trend has a strong impact on both the producer and the con-
SQmer because of (1) the large volumes of aggregate needed
to support an industry and meet demands, (2) the low unit
value of the material, and (3) the high cost of transportation
from source to processing point to consumption point. At
the actual quarry site the value of the aggregate is seldom
more than $1.00 per ton (loaded). Presently, 80/0 of the sro~d
a~d gravel produced in the United States is consurned within
a 30 mile radius of the production site,but even a 20 mile
truclc haul doubles the delivered cost of the unprocessed
aggregate (Davenport, 1971}. Assuming a $1.00 extraction a~d
loading cost, ~~ average haul of 20 miles at $1.00 and a
17
processing cost of approximately $1.00 per yard, the cost
to the consumer vlill be :)3.00 per yard or more for the fin-
ished product, depending, of course, on the amount of pro-
cessing involved and the vol~~e being purchased (Davenport,
1971).
THE RHODE ISLill,ID SITUATION: Applying the above
observations to the state of Rhode Island suggests that we
are beginning to feel the effect of rising demand and urban
expansion on our industry. It does not, however, appear
that our situation is nearly as well developed as are, for
instance, those of New York or Boston. Both major Rhode
Island producers indicate an average hauling distance of
12 to 15 miles from working deposits to processing point ,and
exhibit a somewhat lower cost structure than Davenport est~­
mates. A rough cost per ton breakdovm would be as follows:
$ .25 extraction
.20 loading
.75 hauling
.75 processing
$1.95 Total cost to consumer
This figure checks rather well with the average pit
cost of the eight types of aggregate mentioned in the follow-
ing price list:
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'" Due to the increased cost of labor, equipment, and transportation the
following prices for our materials shall be effective June 1, 1971.
DELIVERED IN TRUCK
F. O. 8. LOAD LOTS WITHIN
PIT RADIUS OF 8 MILES
Washed Screened Brick Sand . . . . . . . . . .. 1.90 Ton
-, :. Washed Screened Concrete Sand 1.90 Ton
Bank Run Gravel " 1.20 Ton
'Crushed Bank Gravel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.75 Ton
. Washed Screened Gravel ~" up '" " 2.50 Ton
Washed Screened Pea Gravel .. ~ 2.75 Ton
Concrete mix 2.20 Ton
Fill -: . . . . . . .. 1.25 c.y.
Average cost •••••••.••••••.•••• l.93Ton
Differential between average •••
pit and delivered cost ••••••••
2.75 Ton
2.75 Ton
1.95 Ton
2.50 Ton
3.25 Ton
3..50 Ton
2.9.5 Ton
2.8lTon
.88Ton
The above figures suggest that Rhode Island pit
prices will have to increase dramatically to reach the $3.20
to $3.50 per ton prices of New York and the 32.75 to $3.00
per ton prices of Boston. They also indicate the high cost
of transportation to the consumer, representing an almost
41% mark-Up over a delivered distance of only 8 miles.
Preliminary investigations indicate that Rhode Island
aggregate prices are not rising as quickly as might be pre-
surned. The state Department of Tr~~sportation, for instance,
paid the srune average pit price for winter road sanding
material, $1.44 per cubic yard, in fiscal 1970-71 as it did
in 1969-70, while the 1971-72 average unit price increased
only $ .13 (Rongo, 1972). These figures are admittedly
tncomp'l.et e and the shortage of firm price data indicates that
further research should be undcrtaJcen in this area by a
qualified resource economist.
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Neither major Rhode Island operator interviewed
felt that their hauling distance would increase greatly or
their sources decline rapidly in the near future. Both are
now hauling from quarries in the western ~~d southern parts
of the state and felt that available resources in these areas
would be sufficient.to meet their demands for the next 15 to
20 years. They :point out that a large part of what remains
of the state's estimated 54,311,000 cubic yards of aggregate
(Moultrop, 1964) is located in areas still open to exploita-
tion. Zoning restrictions are recognized to be a problem,
but it is felt that the industry's present policy of digging
dowa only to road grade and grading the property for industrial
and residential development will do much to make them more
acceptable neighbors in rural co~~ttnities. Future price
increases will, therefore, reflect the increasing cost of
labor rather than shortages of nearby supplies. Producers
blame the high cost of transportation and production on
union wage scales which pay truck drivers $6.00 and $7.00'
per hour a~d heavy equipment operators even more.
Again, i~ is believed highly advisable that a sophis-
ticated economic study be made of the land industry so as to
x.
better assess the impact its future will have on the develop-
ment of the offshore resource. As part of this study the
probable impact OI the Big-Woods River Reservoir project
on aggregate supply should be measured. The reservoir site
20
as now defined will cover more than 13,000 acre~·much of
which is sand and gravel, in Coventry, Exeter and East and
West Greenwich. The first of some 11 lease tracts has already
been ·put out to bid. A 120 acre site, it contains some
6.6 million cubic yards of s~~d, gravel and overburden to be
removed over a 5 year period vii th a 5 year renewal option.
A high bid of $ .52 per cubic yard has been accepted by the
state and a contract is currently being negotiated (Russ,
1912). It is sa~e to assu~e that if the Big-Woods River
site is developed as planned adequate land sand and gravel
sources will be assured for a nlEm)er of years more than might
otherwise be expected.
It must be recognized that an ocean industry will
not develop sUddenly upon the final depletion of l8nd aggre-
gate supplies. Britain, with a highly developed ocean indus-
try, still meets much of her demand through land extraction
(Hess, 1911). ~~ industry will develop, however, as the
cost of l&~d aggregate rises to a level at which offshore
sources ca~ compete favorably. In order to predict when this
will occur, it now becomes necessary to examine the ocean
industry in some detail. This examination will also place
us in a more favorable position to acticipate the impact
ocean mining of sand and gravel is likely to have on other
coastal activities and processes.
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-CHAPTER FOUR-
Ocean Mining: Some Considerations
IlflRODUCTION: There are at least five separate
stages to a marine mining operation which must be considered
in evaluating the suitability of a marine deposit for exploi-
tation. These are (i) prospecting, (2) evaluation, (3) extrac-
tion, (4) processing, and (5) tr~~sportation. Each of these
stages involves tecm~ical and financial considerations,
problems and solu~ions which will determine the nature of
the industry and its probable impact on other users of and
life processes within the marine environment.
PROSPECTING and EVALUATION: Ocean mining of sand and
gravel in the United States is presently discouraged by the
shortage of detailed information on which to base sound
economic decisions. The physical difficulty and high cost
of obtaining this information make it unlikely that industry
will initiate exploration until such time as prohibitively
high land costs forces it to seele alternate supply sources.
The consequences to the general public will be two-fold.
Aggregate prices will be driven up higher then they other-
wise might be before indlistr;)T wiLl, assume the risl>;: of seel;:ing
offshore sources to relieve cons~~er demand, and the cost
of exploration vall be passed on to the consumer in the
form of higher prices. Neither of these consequences is
,"~,
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desirable ~~d neither need be tolerated. I have previously
suggested several methods by which Rhode Island can improve
the quality of information on her bottom resources. In addi-
tion to allowing for more knowledgeable management of the
resource by the s~ate, this information should be freely
aiailable to industry to encourage the earliest development
of ocean resources compatible with wise management considera-
tions. Early development will preclude artificial escalation
of aggregate price to the consumer. Better generation of
resource information by the state will further encourage
earlier industry exploration by reducing the risx of failure.
It is suggested that early exploration-be encouraged
and cost of exploration to the consumer be reduced by adopt-
ing.,the following policy: ALL PARTIES TO A LEASE FOR THE RIGHT
TO EXTRACT H&~D MINERAL RESOURCES FRON ANY PORTION OF THE SEA~
BOTTOM OF THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND SHALL BE REQUIRED TO
~OOPERATE IN A COLLECTIVELY FINMJCED SURVEY OF THAT PORTION,
AS DEFINED BY THE COASTAL RESOURCES r',lANAGEJ\illNT COUNCIL.
THE RESULTS OF SUCH SURVEY WILL BE PUBLIC ~{OWLEDGE. NO
INDIVIDUAL OR CONCERN NOT Pfu~TY TO THE COLLECTIVE SURVEY
WILL BE ALLOWED TO SlTB~~lIT A BI~. This policy will prevent
wasteful duplication of survey work by competing bidders
and will encourage the accllitiulation of valuable public lcnow-
ledge on the state's mineral resources. It will allow the
COllilCil to determine what management considerations shall
i .:, .
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be weighed in the assessment of the resource while guaran-
teeine the state access to survey results. It will encourage
more and better surveying while protecting the interests of
the cooperating companies. Survey work would preferably
be done by an independent firm hired by the state although
alternate methods could be considered.
EXTRACTION: Marine mining extraction tecl~iques are
determined by four, variables: (1) the physical nature of the
deposit, (2) the Q~it value of the commodity, (3) depth of
the working surface, and (4) sea state. Unconsolidated
sediments such as sm1d and gravel can be mined by a variety
of techniques including drag-lining from the beach or wire·
line, bucket-ladder, clam shell or hydraulic dredging from
floating platforms (Mero, 1963:pp. 242-250---see Figures 12A
and B). The low unit value of the resource, however, dictates
a high volume, low cost method and extraction has typically
been by some form of hydraulic suction dredging. In this
technique a hi~L power pump lifts large volumes of water-
aggregate slurry through an intake pipe dr-awn across the
sediment dredge face. Cutting action is frequently enhanced
by mechanical cutters (Figures 12A and 13). The aggregate
slur~r is either discharged into hoppers on board the dredge,
pumped into a transport barge or pumped through a floa"bi.ng
discharge pipe to the shore. In the first two cases excess
water is discharged over the side.
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Hydraulic suction dredges can further be divided
into two categories based on depth capability and seaworthi-
ness. The barge type dredge indicated in Figures l2B and 14
is specifically designed for maximum production at shallow
depths and in sheltered waters. Its inadequacies as an open
water method should be obvious from its design. The barge
dredge is positioned-over a deposit by sin~ing_a.spud at the
ste~D into the bottom. It is then maneuvered in a left to
right arc across the cutting face by manipulation of anchor
rodes running out diagonally from the port 8.J."'1d starboard
bows to ~~chors set out at a distance of several thousand
feet. Fore and aft movement is controlled by anchors set
out at a similar distance from the bow and stern ("Ocean
Mining Comes of Age," 1971). As might be expected from the
above description, the barge suction dredge is a clli~bersome
apparatus to move and is relatively i~~obile while operating.
It must depend on companion barges or shore connected pipe-
lines to trmlsport production to processing facilities.
The mechro~ics of barge dredging should be of partic-
ular interest to the state of Rhode Island as this method
would be particularly well suited to operation in the com-
paratively sheltered and shallow waters of Narrag~"'1sett Bay.
Yfhile hard cost figures on vessels of this type are difficult
to obtain, the literature indicates that they are generally
considerably less expensive than ocean going dredges due
',--,-
H~II .MOdule: Uill
Digg,ng-depth Module: [Iill
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to their more simply engineered configuration. The lower
costs of building and operating a dredge of this type, its
suitabi~ity to work in the Bay and the proximity of Bay de-
posits- to market areas suggest that pressure for marine
aggregate extraction will be felt first in Narragansett Bay .
with the method being barge suction dredging. If the Council
sees fit to follow my-earlier suggestion that dredging be for-
bidden in depths less than 80 feet, most Bay deposits will
be closed to commercial dredging by any methods (see Figure: 15).
If, however, it is deemed advisable to allow dredging in
shallower waters, much of the Bay may be opened to exploitation.
With this possibility in mind, then, the following considcra~
tions should be taken into account in determining the desir-
ability of perntitting dredging in any given location. The
site physically occupied by the dredge a..'1d its anchor rodes
will cover a rOUghly oval area some 4,000 plus feet long by
2,000 to 3,000 feet wide (see Figure 16). Navigation within
that area by recreational or co~nercial traffic will be
exceedingly hazardous to both the dredge and the passing
vessel. Since the dredge will be relatively immobile during
operation, it would appear advis~ble to discourage extraction
in areas wher-e unacceptab'Le interference vii th navigation
is anticipated. Navigational considerations, again, suggest
that shore terminated pipeline discharge systems are poorly
suited to a heavily travelled water body such as the Bay and
"-" 3.> co D ~,
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should also be discouraged.
The previously mentioned considerations of deposit
depth and sea conditions dictate the necessity of seaworthy
design for open water dredging. European experience with
dredging in the North Sea has led to the development of an
all weather ocean going vessel-of the design shovm in Figures
12B and 17. This is-basically a -conventional ship-hull with
dredge pipes trailed dovm and aft off the port and starboard
bows. Because of the necessity to operate in all sea conditions
and the frequent impossibility of offloading on to barges,
these dredge vessels usually self-load into hoppers built
into the hull. The vessel then steams to an offloading
point on shore, discharges its cargo and heads back out to
the dredge site to t aice on another load. Hess I (197l) detailed
study of the English marine industry has developed a great
deal of useful information on this type of operation. Vessel
cargo capacity ranges from 500 to 10,000 tons per trip with
the majority of vessels falling in the 1,000 to 4,000 ton
range. A typical vessel may approach 350 feet in length and
have a laden draft of 25 to 30 feet. New vessel costs (1970)
vary considerably with a 2,000 ton hopper capacity dredge
costing approximatly $1 million anda3,000 to 4,000 ton ship
costing frOD $1.5 to $2 million. Representative vessel costs,
transport2.tion dLs t anc es , annual. production, operating costs
a~d costs (to the operator) per ton for lli~proccssed material
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are indicated in the following table:
Five ExampZes of Sea Dredging Costs
vestment and Operations.
CapitaZ In-
Capital Round Annual Annual Cost Per
Example Cargo Cost Tri p Product ion Ope rat i on ton(ton) ($) (miles) (tons) Cost ($) ($)
A 300 75,000 20 90,000 44,000 0.49 1·
B 500 200,000 8 191 ,800 78,500 0.41 2
C 850 600,000 20 282,565 125,000 0.45 3
0 1,200 600,000 30 300,000 105,000 0.35 4
E 2,000 1,075,000 140 400,000 196,000 0.49 5
1Conve rted (1948) 2Conversion (1966) 3 New build (1966) (Scraper discharge) .
4 New bu i Id (1967) sNew build (1967) (Scraper discharge)
A typical 'operating cycle for an ocean going hopper
dredge would include a loading period of 1 to 8 hours (depend-
ing on vessel capacity, water depth, sea state ~~d deposit
quality). Shallow deposits are preferred although the larger
dredges ca~ dredge at depths up to 120 feet. The loaded
dredge would then steam back to port at 8 to 10 knots, off-
load in 1 to 2 hours, and return to the dredge grounds.
The length of tlle roumd trip, the vessel capacity and loading
and unloading time will be the primary determinants of the
oper~tion's ~~ual production ~~d cost.
Open ocea~ dredging of the European type is likely
to develop on the ~aerican shelf as demand justifies the high
capita.l investment cost to the !:>roducer. While I would
question how quicluy Rhode Island de~a~d could support a
multi-~illion dollar invest~ent by local industry, it seems
28
probable that a lower level of local dem~~d could support
a major development effort by one or more of the larger
land mining companies. These companies would then subcontract
all or a portion 'of their production to local operators. The
t
economic su~leties of the industry need further study by the
economist before accurate predictions can be made as to what
dem~~d level could support investment and when that demand
level will be reached. Ocean resource extraction itself
prese~ts ~o particular problems vnLich will not be covered
at some length in future sections of this study and I will,
therefore, defer co~~ent w1til then.
PROCESSING: Processing of extracted material ta~es
place on two levels regardless of dredge type. On the most
basic level, water ~~d fines (silt and clay particles) drawn
up the intake pipe with the aggregate slurry are discharged
over the side of the dredge before loading the dewatered .
aggregate into barees or on board hoppers. When gravel is
being dredged a great deal of sand (as much as 2 to 3 tons
for evert ton of gravel recovered) may also be discharged
during the dewatering process (Hess, 1971: p , 43). The dis-·
charge of large qUffiLtities of fine sediillent into the water
ccLumn creates a numoe r of problems whi ch justify extensive
independent consideration, and they also will be spoken to
in ensuing cnapt ers , Of more direct concern here, howevcr ,
are the several problems related to offloading, final
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processing and storage of the ocean derived aggregates.
Several of the more advanced ocean-going hopper dredges avoid
some of these problems by washing and sorting the aggregate
on board so that a marketable commodity is discharged at
the unloading point. Operations of this sort, however, are
not common and the processed material must still be offloaded
at a facility designed to receive it. Facilities adequate
to receive, stockpile and process the dredged material will
have ~o b~ located in an area open to deep draft vessels
and close to market sources. In Rhode Island this limits
available sites to the dredged areas of Providence Harbor
and a few scattered locations in the lower East Passage of
Narragansett Bay. An offloading area in Providence would
be forced to compete for scarce shorefront real estate with
high revenue producing land users such as petroleum and nat-
ural gas offloading piers and tank farms. There is some
reason to presume that the low unit value of sand and gravel
would put the industry in a disadvantageous position to
compete with other users for high value shorefront property.
Locations in the lower Bay would avoid some of the problems
of cOffigeting l&~d users, but would still involve extremely
valuable property ~~d would, further, lead to prohibitive
transportation costs as material offloaded in these areas
would have to be trucked distances of 20 miles rold more to
'-,,'
likely marl:et sources. The offshore industry might choose
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to give itself greater flexibility in delivery location by
operating smaller hopper dredges or offloading larger vessels
into barge-lighters within the Bay. In this case, a large
·number of possible discharge points would be available. It
would not seem advisable that the location and operation of
facilities as large, active ,and potentially disruptive as
aggregate offloading and processing plants be left to chance.
The Coastal Resources I:lanagement Oounca.L is, therefore,
advis~d t~ petition the Legislature to ~S~P~E~C~I~F~~~C~AL~L~Y__I_N~C~LU~D~E
AGGREGATE OFFLOADING, STORAGE; ~fD PROCESSING FACILITIES M~ONG
THOSE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES M{D L~{D USES WHICH IT IS EMPOVffiRED
TO REGULATE UlIDER THE PROVISIONS OF u46-23-6B of CHAPTER 279,
~UBLIC LAWS 1971, WHERE THESE FACILITIES A11E DETERmINED TO BE
DEPENDENT ON lliL'rlINE ,AGGREGATE SUPPLIES. Dependence could be
proved s~mply by the proposed proximity to the shoreline
and evidence of designed vessel unloading capability. By
clearly reserving to itself the right to rule on the location
of receiving facilities the Co~~cil would place itself in a
strong ~'Y1.d flexible position to encourage or discourage the
development of an offshore industry as the interests of the
state dictated. The Council should also be made aware of the
problems that may be expected from the trucking or slurry
piping of aggregate material to eXisting facilities for
processing. The washing of the material which is a common
element in ,conventional processing a'Y1.d grading techniques
rt
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would result in some level of salt contamination of the
wash water. The appropriate agency of state government should
be made cognizant of this possibility so that necessary con-
trols"may be imposed.
TRANSPORTATION: The ability of water borne trans- '
portation methods to move large vol~~es of bulk material
at extremely low unit cost is probably the single most attrac-
tive feature of ocean extraction. \nlile processing costs
are compet i,tive with those of Land derived sources (Hess
mentions a figllre of S- .55 per ton for the British industry)
and extraction and capitalization costs are considerably
higher, the much lower tral.1.sportation cost of the nar'Lne
resource makes it possible for the dredging industry to
compete favorably with land producers in situations of ad-
vanced development such as are co~~on in Great Britain today
and will be common in metropolitrul areas of the United States
in the future. Tra~sportation is not an element of the ocean
industry that is likely to create any insurmountable prob-
lems for resource management. It is conceivable that heavy
barge traffic might exacerbate traffic problems in the Bay
at some future date, but this does not seem probable. The
state already has legal authority to regulate transportation
of dredge materials over state wate~vays under Title 46
of Chapter 47, Public Laws 1971. Under the provisions of
this statute a permit must be issued by the Director of the
.i
1
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Department of Natural Resources to transport dredged material
of any description on the waters of the state. This law
seems sufficiently direct to serve future needs and it is
not ieco~~ended that it be changed or augmented at this time.
Hydraulic suction dredging by barges in the Bay and'
by self-loading hopper dredges in Rhode Island and Block
Island Sounds appear, then, to be the methods likely to
be employed by any large-scale future operation in Rhode Island
waters. Alittle publicized and presently inactive operation
on the staters shoreline suggests, however, that the Council
also address itself to problems that may be created by small
local operations. For a number of years the m.A. Gammino
... Construction Company of Providence extracted material from a
pit behind, but in close pr-ox.inu t;y- to the existing shoreline
at the head of the Sa1-::onnet Passage in Portsmouth. Under
legislation prior to 1971 this was perfectly legal altl10ugh
the subject of some concern to the Department of Natural
Resources (Bolwell, Mulhearn, 1972). Whether thro~gh accident
or design the cofferdam between the borrow pit and the Bay
was eventually breached creating a substantial cove separated
from the Sa.konne t Hiver by a narrow SCL"ld ep i, t , It is
felt that 1J..."'lcontrolled artificial alteration of the shore-
line in this manne r is not in the best interest of the people
of Rhode LaLand , Similar activity, par-t i.cu.Lar-Ly behind the
South Shore beaches, could have serious adverse effects on
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coastal processes. \Vhile mineral extraction is included
among those land uses which the Management Council is
specifically charged to regulate under "46-23-6B of Chapter
279, Public Laws 1971, it is suggested that the Council
make a more direct statement of its intention to control such
activities. It is, therefore, recommended that any offshore
mineral extraction law include the following provision:
RECOGNIZING THE DELICATE BALN1CE OF FORCES CONSTITUTING MT
I
!
I
,
~
tl'
!
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ACTIVE BEACH AND FURTHER RECOGNIZING THE HIPORTAHCE OF SAID
BEACHES TO THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND, IT SHALL BE CONSIDERED
A CRHIIHAL VIOLATION OF LAW TO ALTER EXISTING TOPOGRAPHY FOa
THE PURPOSE OF riINERAL EXTRACTION FROr;; THE FACE, BERI-Il L BAC.K;;';
SLOPE OR ADJACEHT DUNES OF ANY COASTAL BEACH OR SHOUE WITHOUT
.
THE EXPRESS CONSENT OF THE COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEr-tIENT COUNCIL.
It is hoped that consent would not be lightly granted.
THE FUTURE: Any definitive predictions as to v~~en
Rhode Isla~d may expect to feel pressure for development of
the offshore resource would be premature at this time. There
is, quite simply, not enough infonnation available on which
to base sp~cualtion. It would certainly be desirable that
this information be developed and the COW1cil is urged to
encourage further research. Several conclusions can, however,
be draM~ from wl1at is already Imovnl. Initial development
pressure is likel;{ to be from small operations operating from
the beach ~~d utilizing conventional drag-line techniques.
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The Ga~ino experience suggests that operations of this type
can be expected at any time and should be strictly regulated
due to their potential deleterious impact on beach stability.
Barge dredging of aggregate from shallow deposits in the Bay
will be the natural second step in development of the resource.
For reasons already presented, d~~dging at depths less than
80 feet is felt unadvisable while impact on navigatio"n in
restricted areas should also be considered. A barge industry
might realistically be expected to develop in 8 to 10 years.
Ocean hopper dredging will be the final, largest and most
important stage in aggregate resource development. It will
be a highly capitalized and sophisticated operation ultimately
__ extl'.aqting material from considerable depths and distances
from shore on the outer shelf. It does not seem likely that
Rhode Island will support a hopper dredge industry within
the next 10 to 15 years.
*SECTION TWO*
IMPACT PROJECTIONS
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-CHAPTER FIVE-
Economics of Environmental Conservation
It shall be the policy of this state to preserve,
protect, develop, and where poss~ble, restore the
coastal resources of the state for this and succeed-
ing generations through comprehensive and coordinated
long-range planning ~~d management designed to pro-
duce the maximum benefit for society from such
coastal resources; and that preservation and res-
toration of ecological s;rstems shall oe the nri:"Jury
guiding nrinciple UDon which environmental alteration
of coastal resources will oe measured, judged, and
regulated. tChapter 279, Public Laws 1971, Chapter
23-42-23-1}
The Coastal Resources I.Ianagement Oounc i.L has commatted
itself to the above legislative charge and must in the course
of fulfilling its obligations to conserve our marine environ-
I
ment reflect a greater awareness of the economics of resource
managernerrt than has been characteristic of similar efforts
in the past. The uses 'which our society makes of its resources
and the effect these uses have on the natural envirOTh~ent
are in large part determined by economic considerations. As
resource m~~agement seeks to direct resource use towards
maximum social benefit at minimum enviroTh~ental cost, it is
absolutely essential that management recognize the con-
siderations which motivate given use deciSions. Unless we
understand why the marine aggregate miner uses his resource
and the marine environment the 'Nay he does, it will be dif-
ficult if not impossible for us to modify this use towards
desirable ends. The following r-emar-ks will hopefully,
J\....-
.~
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therefore, provide background to better interpret use develop-
ment and management options.
COLllilON PROPERTY RESOURCE: A common property resource
is a "commodity such as air or water which in the broadest
sense"belongs" to society as a whole but over which no indi-
vidual can exercise an exclusive claim. Since the resource
belongs to everyone,its use is open to all at no cost. The
user will, therefore, assign it a value of zero. If the
user of ~he co~~on property resource is a producer of some
other commodity he will use as much of the free resource as
is necessa~J to minimize the cost to himself of producing
the marl:etable item. C Because the cost of the common property
resource to the producer is zero the mar-kef cannot exercise
any control over how much of it he uses and it will be used
wastefully.
EXTERNAL DISECONOliIT: The extravagant use of the
coamon property resource, while rewarding the producer with
an internal economy (zero cost), imposes an external dis-
economy or spillover cost on society. This cost is borne
in the f orn of degradation of the free resource. Air and
wat er may be polluted, quiet shsrt t er-ed or beauty clefiled.
The managemerrt consequences of the externality are complicated
by its effect on product cost, production level and consumer
demand. Because the producer is not obliged to pay for at
least one of the resources needed for production he can
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turn out his final product for less. The conSQmer will then
demand more of the product th~~ he would if it cost more.
In effect, the consumer is trading environmental degradation
,for higher volume and lower cost. The market's inability to
capture a value for the common property resource is, therefore,
to the individuals advantage.as a consumer. As a member of
society it may be less apparent that environmental deterior-
ation is to his benefit.
tIliliAGEMENT Il'iIPLICATIONS: The resource manager is
faced with three basic problems as a consequence of markets
failure to manage the common property resource. He must
(1) check environmental degradation, (2) prevent wasteful
use of the common property resource, and (3) balance environ-
mental conservation with society's willingness to pay for it.
Environmental degTadation can be checked by preventing the
wasteful use of the free resource through some forms of
funds
regulation or by expending public/for restoration. Ineither
case society's willingness to pay will have to be measured
against its desire for environmental quality. It must be
recognized by the p'Lanner and made clear to the public that
there is no cheap or easy way to maintain environmental
;~
purity. While the cost of government subsidation of clean-up
may be more directly apparent, the cost of regulation is likely
,
to be equally high. If regulation is effective it will force
the producer to internalize the cost of using the common
property resource. He will use it more conscientiously,
but he will also be forced to reflect its cost in a higher
final charge for his product. The consumer must, therefore,
be wiiling to support environraental restoration either by
paying more for purchases or paying more in taxes. The
manager must determine how much the public is willing to pay
and how best to translate public cOTMaitment into effective
management.
WUU~AGEMENT, ECONOMICS ~,m OFFSHORE AGGREGATES: The
waters of the sca't e of Rhode Island are a common property
resource belongulg to the people of the state. The Coastal
Resources I.Ta.'1.agement Council has been designated trustee of
state waters and marine resources and charged with their
management for the public good. It should, therefore, con-
sider the economic relationship between the marine aggregate
dredging L~dustry and the marine environment. The industry
will .use state waters as a medium upon which to float and
tr~~sport dredges and barges. It should not be a~ticipated
that this will create any insurmolL~table abuses .and mroiagement
objectives will be limited to preventing unacceptable con-
flicts of space mid location. The industry will also employ
state waters as a medium throUVl which aggregate can be placed
in suspension and dravm up to the surface by hydraulic suction.
This also presents no problems of economically induced waste.
Water-aggregate ratios, Lrrtake volume and velocity are all
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determined by hydrodymanic rather than economic laws. Water
will, however, be discharged directly from dredge dewatering
tanks and will be used for onboard and shore removal of fines
(fine·sediment, clay, etc.) from the aggregate. It is in
this use of the resource that common property abuses become
immediately apparent. It costs the producer nothing to use
the water as a wash medium ~~d to then flush undesirable
sediments over the side with the wash water. Great volumes
of water will be used and no attempt will be made to control
- - -
the amount or the spread of sediments discharged. Since,
as will be developed later, this sediment may have a del-
eterious effect on marine environmental qualit~~the dredge
operator is creating a classic external diseconomy. By
making extravagant use of the water for aggregate clem!sing
and waste removal he reduces his production cost and sells
more of his product for less. Society pays the cost in
debased quality of the resource for other uses and users.
If the Council seeles to protect the co~non property resource
either by setting quality standards for discharge water or
restricting operating areas or seasons it must recognize
that by so doing it will raise the price of aggregate to the
consumer. It must then detennine what level of regulation
will be compatible with the state's need for aggregate at
any given price. It should be recognized that future needs
-'-"
for aggregate material may justify greater environmental
40
costs in the future than would be acceptable now. I hope
not. We should be prepared to pay a great deal more for
aggregate before we consider compromising environmental
quality to stabilize prices. We should not, however, put
ourselves in an inflexible management position by predicating
future policy on present conditions.
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-CHAPTER SIX-
Impact On the Natural Environment
THE MARINE ECOSYSTEm: In order to understand the
various effects aggregate dredging can have on the marine
environment it is first necessary to~consider the
mechanics ~f ~arine life systems. Marin~are
peculiar to the particular environment in which they are
found. T~eir specific composition is determined by biolog-
ical and abiotic factors. Among the more important biolog-
ical factors would be organic nutrient supply and quality,
competition for food and space, predation patterns (who eats
who and how much), and species behavior. Abiotic factors
include light ava~lability, wavelength and penetration,
salinity, temperature and its fluctuations, pressure (depth),
currents, wave action, tidal flow, oxygen content, bottom
composition and configu.ration, presence (or absence) of in-
organic (mineral) nutrients and trace elements, water chem-
istry. Alteration of the unique combination of the above
factors in a particular marine environment will disturb the
ecosystem which has developed in resnonse to that combination.
This disturbance F~Y range from minor adaptions to catastrophic
changes, depending on the nature of the alteration.
All ecosystems can be defined by cownon character-
istics of function IDld basic composition. An ecosystem
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consists of a many branched vertical system of energy exchanges
in which the energy taken in by the ayst em just balances that
which is lost. Energy transfer between levels within the
system is extremely inefficient (10% efficiency is high)
with the consequence that progressively higher levels support
fewer individuals. The prima~J energy source for all life
systems is sun light which is combined with carbon d~oxide
and water a~d converted to organic material and oxygen by
the p~oto~ynthetic process of green plants. This primary
energy converter or food producer is, in the marine environ-
ment, the myriad minute unicellular plants called, collec~
tively, phytoplankton. Conversion is also accomplished by
shallow water bottom plants ~~d various algae species. The
nutrient energy produced by the phytoplankton is passed up
through the system through a complex food web in which her-
·bivores (zooplankton) ingest plant material, are then con-
surned by primary carnivores, end so on up through the highest
trophic levels. Energy is lost, organic nutrient material
broken down, oxygen cons~~ed and carbon dioxide produced
on each. level of the ecosystem as individual orga...~isms res-
pire, die a~d are decomposed by bacterial action.
The above sketchy outline of the marine ecosystem
hopefully points out its cyclical, closed configuration.
The viability of the entire system is built on the health
of each of its component levels with their various species
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communities. While interdependencies within the system
are vertical (dovm as well as up) and horizontal, it is
particularly vulnerable to dramatic alteration at the level
of primary productivity. Phytoplankton production of organic
material is the primary limiting factor on population com-
position and density on all higher levels.
The estuarine ecosystem of a water body like Narra-
gansett Ba~with its great diversity of species on all trophic
level~ap~ears especially dependent on phytoplankton produc-
tivity for general system vitality. High population densi-
ties depend on phytoplanh~on production of food material ~~d
dissolved oxygen for life support. Any activity which is
liable to interfere with primary productivity is, therefore,
to be viewed with some alarm.
DREDGING EFFECTS-TURBIDITY: Both the mechanical
disturbance of bottom material by suction dredging and the
introduction of fine particles into the water coi~~ through
the surface discharge of sediment during aggregate dewatering
increase the particulate content of the environment in the
dredge area (see Figure 18). Turbidity, then, is the optical
interference with the passage of li~lt through water caused
by the presence of such partiCUlate and dissolved matter
(Dominguez and Basco, 1971). The effect of artificial local
increases of turbidity on phytoplankton productivity has not
yet been conclusively determined. There is, however, evidence
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that dramatic short term reductions can occur as a result of
dredging activity (illaltvaine, 1911). High turbidities appear
to have a particularly deleterious effect on deeper phyto-
planldon populations through the reduction of light intensity
and penetration at depth. This in turn reduces the time
exposure of deeper organisms to light by filt~ring out the
less intense rays of early morning and evening (Maltvaine,
1971). Reduction of light in all but the immediate surface
zone w~s f9Q~d (Bella, 1971) to reduce photosynthetic produc~
tion of oxygen and organic material and increase respiratory
activity to the detriment of deep populations. Increases
in turbidity, however, have been fOQnd to selectively favor
certain phytoplankton and zooplankton species (Bella, 1971;
Maltvaine, 1971). While the exact causes of this effect
are not clear,it appears that certain species thrive in the
low intensity li&~t associated with high turbidity levels.
Others may ingest nutrients associated with the particulate
matter causing the turbidity. In any event, it seews prob-
able that long-term changes in turbidity levels will at the
ve~J least alter population composition among the primary
producers. What effect this wi.Tl, have on higher trophic
.
levels is not knovm.
RESEARCH NEEDS.:...TUlli3IDITY: Research on turbidity
phenomena have concentrated on the effects of navigation
dredging IDld results are of question~ble applicability to
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commercial aggregate extraction. Sediment content of material
rejected by commercial dredges' will reflect a higher propor-
tion of fine silt and clay particles while total amount of
particulate discharge will probably be considerably less
th~~ is common for channel dredging. Commercial operations
will also work a given area for much longer ~eriods and long-
term impact may be expected to be more pronounced. The impact
of commercial operations will depend to a great extent on the
nature of the bottom material and the location of the dredge
site. It may be anticipated that extraction of some of the
less pure aggregates of Narragansett Bay will have pronounced
effects on local proc1uctivity • Because of the Impo.r-t ance
of the estuary as a food source ~~d habitat for commercially
and recreationally valuable fish species this does not seem
to be a desirable consequence. Turbidity effects in the
•
Bay will also be complicated by as yet poorly defined phys-
ical forces SUCfl as tidal and non-tidal currents, temperature
and salinity gradients and advective processes. Turbidity
effects in tlle offshore areas of Rhode Island and Block Lsl.and
Sou.~ds are not likely to be of as much consequence as those
in the Bay because of the lower silt content of the sediment,
the lower population density and species diversity of the
benthic community and the 1ess complicated physical processes
gove~~ing sediment tr~~sport. There is no reason to suggest,
however, that impact will be of such minor consequence as to
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preclude the need for a great deal more study before opera-
tional safety can be guaranteed.
WU~AGEn~NT RECOtITEENDATIONS-TURBIDITY: A great many
of the physical forces determining sediment transport need
further study before we can determine with any degree of
certainty how long a particular sediment wil~_stay in sus-
pension,· where it will go and how it will get there. All
of these facts must be knovm before the enviro~mental impact
of an estuarine dredging operation can be accurately predicted
and most should be considered before even an offshore project
. .-
is approved. For each proposed dredge site, then, the follow-
ing information should be developed before dredging is allowed;
(1) expected particle discharge size, (2) particle size dis-
tribution, (3) particle shape, (4) colloidal reaction rates,
(5) current direction ~~d velocity at all depths and at all
tidal stages, (6) fluid viscosity, (7) turbulent and advective
processes in the dredge area, (8) terminal velocity of sedi-
ment, (9) amount of sediment to be discharged per unit of
time, ~d (10) expected turbidity level in standard Jackson
Units. Rhode Island should pursue continued research studies
of turbidity processes and effects as well as remain advised
of research by other states. It should pay particularly
close attention to the finuings of the ambitious Massachu-
setts dredging study-which will be the first research project
directed sgecifically to the possible envirorunentQl effects
r
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of commercial aggregate extraction. Director Robert Blumberg
of the Division of Mineral Resources described the program
to me as follows:
It (the study) will encompass a base line marine
biological study systematizing benthic co~nunities
within the area to be dredged for a period of one
year. A dredge will then be brought in and approx-
imately!500,OOO_cubic yards will,be extracted.
During that time the entire dredging operation
will be closely rnonitoredto assess short ·term
effects on the benthic communities ~Dd ID1Y inter-
active forces on the near shore and beach areas.
After the termination of this phase, there will
be a two-year observation phase durin? which
Long. ·term effects will be analysed. lLetter of
February 11, 1972) _ .. ._
The Cuuncil might also find it advisable to follow
the Massachusetts example and declare a moratorium on marine
mineral extraction until the study report is completed. I
don't feel this is absolutely necessary, however, as it is
extremely unlikely that a Rhode Island industry could develop
before the Massachusetts study is completed.
DREDGING EFFECTS-SEDIMENTATION: The effect that dis-
charged sediments 'will have on the benthic (bottom) environment
as they settle out of solution must be an important considera-
tion in detennining the suitability of any site for aggregate
extraction. These effects are many ~Dd varied and will be
considered as follows:
NUTRIENT RELEASE: The artificial removal of buried
organic material from stable sedimentary beds by dredging
and the reintroduction of this material into the water column
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by the discharge of dredge fines can have a considerable
effect on marine life. It may benefit all species by increas-
ing available food supply, selectively benefit some species
particularly attracted to the nutrients released, or be gen-
erally or selectively toxic by creating high biological
oxygen demand associated with bacterial deco~position of
organic material (llialtvaine, 1971; Bella, 1971). The possible
creation of an oxygen poor (anoxic) stratum directly above
the bo~to~may be expected to have considerable negative
impact on benthic species. This is a particularly U?c.1e~~rable
situation in estuarine areas where many bottom species are
themselves of substantial commercial val~e while further
supporting other valuable species. While it is possible that
controlled dredging in predetermined areas under the right
tidal and seasonal conditions could produce beneficial effects
on co~~ercial and re~reational fisheries, it should also
be recognized that dredging might adversely affect species
composition and density. Pre-extraction determination of
biological coumunity composition, density and nutrient re-
quirements, and nutrient a~alysis of sediments which are
likely to be put into suspension are clearly in order.
RELEASE OF TOXINS: Estuarine dredging in near prox-
imity to major population and industrial centers may also
be exnected to release toxic substances entrained within the
.l:
sediment into the marine environment, (Figure 19). These
'\
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toxins may be hydrocarbon and pesticide residues, oxygen
depleting organic substances or toxic heavy metals such as
mercury and cadmium. They may be selectively or generally
toxic'in very low concentrations and are often especially
lethal to larval organisms (Bella, 1971). Dredge induced
toxic effects are unlikely to be a problem in offshore deposits
removed-from pollution sources, although care will need be
taken to keep dredges out of active or discontinued dump
sites_{se~ Figure 20 for locations). It is recownended that
sophisticated chemical analysis of samples fr?ID an?_pr~P?sed
dredge site be made prior to issuance of an extraction pennit.
This &~alysis would reveal the chemical composition of the
sediment ,and indicate its toxity to any on site organism.
EFFECTS ON BENTHIC' LIFE-DIATorvlA: Benthic microflora '-- ;\
(diatoms-algae) are important prima.ry producers of oxygen
and food material in the shallow waters of the estuary.
are especially abundro~t wnere the organic content of the
bottom sediment is high (Maltvaine,1971). Living on the
They
---'
sediment surface a~d capable of only infinitesimal vertical
migration (several microns per day), the diatom population
is particularly vulnerable to the effects of excess sedi-
mentation. Very small acc~~ulations may cause large-scale
popUlation mortalities ffild recolonization will not commence
until excess sedi~entation is terminated. The frequent
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demand in the new sediments increases the likelihood of
anoxic bottom conditions and consequent adverse effects on
other benthic species. Because of the lower organic sediment
content and the greater depths of many offshore aggregate
deposits it is not so probable that benthic diatoma will
exist in as great abundance or be as import~~ to the food
web as they arc in estuarine areas. This fact will, however,
need to be established for each specific dredge site. As
a mini~um~ the following information should be known prior
to dredging: species of benthic diatoma living in the dredge
. - - .. - _. .
area, population density, importa~ce to oxygen and food
production, oigratory ability of the population, sedimenta-
tion rate, and selective long range effects of sedimentation.
The generation of this information will require extensive
in situ and laboratory evaluation and testing.
EFFECTS ON BENTHIC LIFE-FILTEll FEEDERS: The effects
of aggregate extraction on commercially valuable bottom
species such as hard and soft shell clams should be of concern
to any management system. One may expect to encounter partic-
ularly acute problems in areas near currently active shell-
fish beds in Narrag~nsett Bay m!d in deeper dredge beds in
Block Island Sound (see Figures 21 and 22). Sedimentary
effects on filter feeders are of several types. High partic-
ulate content of water dravm through the organism's gill
chambers may physically block the gills and either' suffocate
J
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the animal directly or necessitate such high respiratory
effort as to exhaust energy reserves and cause death in this
manner (Bella, 1971). Food filtering mechanisms may be
physically blocked by particulate excesses which either
stimulate the animal to terminate feeding or slowly starve
it throuV1 the expenditure of more energy pg~ging ~ts feeding
-
and respiratory passages than is obtained from food intake
(Bella, 1971). Finally, sedimentation rates may exceed the
Iorgan~sm~ ability to dig its way out or may exhaust all its
energy in efforts to do so. The actual in situ effect of
___ I •
sedimentation on benthic filter feeders is not at all con-
elusive. Stringer (1959) in a study of sedimentary effects
on Narragansett Bay hard clams fo~~d that although they
were accustimed to a fairly low particulate content in the
envi.r-onmerrt, they could tolerate sediment deposition rates
of It to 2t inches per day without apparent ill effects.
Cronin (Ohesapcake Biological Laboratory, 1970), however,
observed an average reduction of 65 to 7~/o in population
density and biomass (organic weight) in benthic coa~unities
exposed to deposition of dredge spoil. It would seem apparent,
then, that a great deal more research must be completed before
we can definitively predict what the -effect of dredge sedi-
ments will be on shellfish beds in any given area. Research
should seek to determine physical processes governing sediment
transport, ~~ount of sedimentation ~~d deposition rates
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to be expected over shellfish beds, tolerances of shellfish
communities and associated populations to sedimentation,
ceiling level for acceptable deposition rate and depth,
physical effects of sediment excess on filter-feeder life
systems, effects of sedimentation on benthic biomass and
effects on population density and community ~omposition.
Aggregate extraction in areas of high biological productivity
such as the Bay should definitely be discouraged until the
above_que~tions are ~~swered.
EFFECTS ON BENTHIC LIFE-LARVAL STAGES: SedLmerrtar'y c· \
effects are selective by species and.by life stage. Larval
forms of most marine benthic and nektonic (fish) scec i.e s are
extremely vulnerable to sediment induced mortality. This
may be by clogging of gills and membranes, reduction of
egg bouyancy by sediment accumulation or prevention of move-
ment between benthos and water colunm by physical covering
of the sediment-water interface with new material (Smith,
~. al., 1971, and Bella, 1971). The latter phenomenon may
be :particularly darnaging to the estuarine environment if it
prevents the free swirruning larvae of benthic organisms from
leaving the bottom environment to feed and develop in open
water. Species propa,gation often depends on free larval
exchange between the bottom and the water column. Interfer-
ence with natural processes may, thus, be expected to result
. .
in gradual decline in co~nunity size as dying organisms are
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not replaced by young. Research opinion, then, is to date
generally agreed that larval organisms are especially vul-
berable to environmental alteration. Field research, however,
has not conclusively established any cause and effect relation-
ship between dredge sediment and larval mortality. Bella
(1971) found from laboratory experiments ~it~ clam'larvae
that hi&h sediment concentrations were lethal to this' stage
of the organism, while Saila (1959) established that popula-
tion~luc~uations of important fish species in Narragansett
Bay were caused by adverse conditions in the early larval
stages. Cronin, e t , ale (Che sapeake Biological Laboratory,
1970), however, while recognizing the dangers of disturbing
larval organismsjldid not observe any gross damage to fish
eggs or larvae in their study of dredge effects on the Upper
Cheaspeake Bay. In order to protect the nursery and spawning
value of the estUK~ry from unanticipated and lli~desirable con-
sequences of other uses we must move beyond present a:nbiguities
and determine definitiveLy what effects free sediment has on,
larval organisms. For each dredge site, therefore, the numbers
and species of larvae present in the water mld bottom sedi-
ments must be determined prior to co~nencing extraction.
The effect of 'sub-lethal concentrations of sediment on each
species and that species tolerance ceiling must be established.
The effect of bottom deposition of new sediments on various
larval species and on general commun i. ty composition should
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be known , Valuab1e nursery areas must be identified and
seasonal fluctuations of larval composition (by species)
in these and other areas defined. Consideration should
be given to closing nurseIj" areas during seasonal periods
of high larval activity. These periods will differ from
species to species with the consequence that each n~rsery
area will have to be considered independently.
EFFECTS ON BENTHIC LIFE-CO~ThruNITY COMPOSITION A}ill
SPECIES DIVERSITY: The introduction of larger than normal
sediment loads into the marine environment and the deposition
. - - . --
of free sediments on the bottom are liable to cause major
changes in community composition and diversity. Many of these
changes have been alluded toin.considering other specific
effects, but several deserve further comment here. The
selective stresses placed on individual species and life
stages by the in~oduction of nutrient excesses, chemical
toxins, oxygen consQ~ing organic material and high sediment
loads can be expected to radically alter ecosystem composition.
conditions associated with high turbidity levels and'sedimenta- )
New commUnities of organisms able to adapt to the stress
tion rates will replace natural communities. Cronin,~.~.
(Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, -1970) found that after a
dramatic decrease in species diversity and population density
associated with dredging activit~ a recovery of co~~unity
population was evident after approximately a year's time.
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Certain species, however, appeared to have been permanently
eliminated and species diversity was consequently less.
In contemplating aggregate mining in state waters it would,
therefore, be desirable to know which species would most
likely be eliminated and which stimulated by dredging in any
given area. The elimination of some desi~ab~~ species and
the increase of others might be expected. If we cannot
anticipate these results we will be unable to fUlly appraise
the co~sequences of dredging. It is also important that
we know how long it 'Nill trake the environment to rebound
after dredging is terminated and what is likely to happen
in the interin.
EFFECTS ON BEHTHIC LIFE-DEPOSITION,' DENSITY FLOWS
M·m RESUSPENSION: Many of the effects thus far attributed
to sedimentary processes associated with dredging are deter-
mined or complicated by the physical properties of suspended
)
i
sediments. In their study of the impact of dredging on Upper
Chesapeake Bay, Cronin, ~.~. (Chesapeake Biological Labora-
tory, 1970) found that fine sediments concent~ated in flows
or turbidity currents directly above the bottom. The particles
in these currents were only slightly denser than the water
in which they were suspended and they-would, therefore,
settle out only extremely slowly. Influenced by gravity,
the sediment currents flowed slowly down even the gentlest
slopes. The consequence of this phenomena was that dredge
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spoil spread out over an area many times that anticipated.
Even when deposited on relatively f}at surfaces the fine
particles spread over large areas due to their inability to
hold a slope steeper thml 500 to 1. It was also found that
the sediments deposited on the bottom surface were extremely
sensitive to wave and current action and ~er~_ resuspended
in considerable qumltities by natural hydraulic processes.
It was impossible to determine the amount resuspended, where
it had go~e or how it had affected the benthic environemnt.
Narragansett Bay contains large deposits of commercially
. - - .. --.
exploitable aggregate material which is contaminated by
varying amount of silty sediments. It may be reasonably
expected that extraction of these Bay aggTegates will create
deposition phenomena similar to those observed by Cronin.
In order to protect the Bay enviroTh~ent from uncontrolled
change it will, therefore, be necessary to predetermine
current patterns; bottom topography; turbulent forces; tem-
perature, salinity and pressure gradients relevant to sediment
carrying capacity; particle density, shape and composition;
and other factors bearing on sediment transport. These
detenninatio~s should be made for each distinct dredge site
because of the -.great variability of- conditions from sito to
site. The sreater water depths and lower silt content of
open water aggregate deposits should reduce or eliminate
"'-"
most of the problems associated with sediment transport.
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Until such time as this is firmly established, however,
it would be advisable to approach management of the deep
resource in the same manner as the estuarine resource.
MECHANICAL AND PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF DREDGIHG: The
mechanics of dredge extraction of aggregates dictate that
many bottom organisms will be destroyed by e~trainment in
the material removed while others will be eliminated by the
traumatic shock that is liable to effect organisms in the
vicin~ty ~f the cutting face (Thompson, 1971). The impact
of this destruction can be minimized in highly productive
areas by timing dredging to coincide with periods of lower
productivity. It would not be advisable to allow estuarine
dredging during pe:tiods of high phytoplanktonic or larval
activity. Direct destl~ctive impact will probably be less
in areas of lower biological activity such as are likely
to be found in deeper offshore deposits. Exploitation of
these deposits is, therefore, much to be preferred over
that of estuarine deposits.
A secondary physical effect of aggregate dredging
will result from the removal of the original water-bottom
interface with its associated rich biological communities
(Cronin, 1971). The exposure of a new substrate is liable / C, \
to attract e new population whose composition will be deter~
mined by the nature of the substrate and by the various
physical, chenical ~~d nutrient processes associated with
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it. Depending on the above variables population ch~~ge may
be beneficial or detrimental. Alterations of flow patterns,
flushing rates, temperature and salinity distribution, water
and sediment chemistry, turbidity and dissolved oxygen content
are but a few of the changes that may be anticipated. In
order to direct these variables towards beneficial or, at
the verj.least, minimal detrimental change it will be-necessary
to first identify each in the natural environment at the site
and then ~o determine what effect a given dredging progrron
will have on them. Factors of the program to be considered
should be length of' operation, bottom, area to be worlced,
depth of cut, steepness of slopes running into cut, shape and
directional orien~ation of borrow pit, amount of material
to be removed m~d per cent composition of unusable sediments.
Dredging of deep holes can have advantageous effects by pro-
viding a habitat for desirable comnlercial and sport fisheries.
If undert~cen without consideration of the many physical
variables just discussed, however, dredging of this type
is more lilcely to disrupt natural physical processes, create
stagnant (anoxic) pockets of uninhabitable water and bottom
and encourage destl~ctive erosion of surrounding areas (Bella,
1971). It woulu be perhaps safer for .the Council to dis-
courage borrow pit dredging until envirorunental variables
can be a~proached with a greater degree of sophistication
. than is possible i;oda;/. In the me arrt Lme , an intelligent
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approach to extraction c~~ be pursued by encouraging moderate
dredging on the following lines: (1) ~orbid exhaustive exploita-
tion of the aggregate deposit--enough sand or gravel of con-
sistency similar to the original surface should be left to
support the original benthic population, (2) maintain uniform,
regular bottom contours, (3) make slopes lea9,ing into the
cutting-face as shallow as possible, and (4) forbid dredging
isolated
of/deep holes. Dredging along the above lines will require
a gre~ter_bottom area to extract the same amount of aggregate,
but will be much less likely to upset natural proc~~s~s, _
much more likely' to encourage community recolonization of the
dredge surface, ru~d much tiore amenable to other users (such
. as trawl fishermen) than would a conventional pit operation.
SillII:IARY WIAlIAGEJ>iiENT RECO!uI.1ENDATIONS: It should be
obvious that a great deal more needs to be lQ~o~~ of the
various effects of dredging on the marine environment., It
would be to the state's advantage if every effort was made
to generate more and better infornation on the many processes
and SUb-systems involved. It does not seem probable or
justifiable, however, that the state can or should be required
to underta1cc all the necessary research itself. It is, there-
fore, r-ecommended that PRIOR TO THE- ISSUANCE OF A PERIiIIT TO
EXTRACT HARD TiaNERAL RESOURCES FROM THE WATERS Aim UNDERLYIlfG
BOTTom ~qEAS OF THE STATE OF RHODE ISLM{D ALL P~~TIES TO A
LEASE SALE SHALL BE REQUIRED TO COLLECTIVELY SUBIlI1j~ MI ENVI-
. --
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(D) BEN~{IC liICRO-FLORA:
1. SPECIES PRESENT
2. PO;I?ULATIOrr COLIPOSITION AND DENSITY
3. IMPORTANCE TO FOOD Ai\fD OXYGEN GENERATION
4. IHIGRATORY HABITS A11'D MOBILITY
5. SPECIES mORTALITY AS A FUNCTION QF SEDI~illNT RATE
6. SPECIES RECOLONIZATION RATES
7. LONG R&{GE EFFECTS OF SEDIMENTATION
(E) BENTHIC FILTER FEEDERS:
.
1. FrlYSICAL PROCESSES ASSOCIATED WITH SEDIMENT
-
-
TRAJ.""qSPORT (see A)
2. LOCATION OF SHELLFISH BEDS
3. COt~NITY SEDIWillNT TOLERMfCES BY SPECIES, LIFE
STAGE
4. PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF SEDIMENTATION BY SPECIES,
LIFE STAGE
5. SEDr~NT EFFECTS ON BIOMASS, Cm@IDNITY DENSITY
AND COMPOSITION
(F)-LARVAL ORGAlIISllS:
1. NUThffiERS Mill SPECIES PRESENT BY SEASON
2. TOLERANCES BY SPECIES
3. EFFECT OF BOTTOM DEPOSITION BY SPECIES
4. EFFECT ON POPULATION DENSITY AND CQI,lPOSITION
5. IDENTIFICATION OF rITffiSERY AND SPAWNING AREAS
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(G) C01ThillNITY COMPOSITION:
1. A1tlBIEN'T COMPOSITION, DIVERSITY, DENSITY
2. SELECTIVE TOLERANCES TO TURBIDITY, SEDINffiNT AND
.. . ASSOCIATED EFFECTS
3. PRESENCE OF DESIRABLE SPECIES
4. TOLER~iCES OF DESIRABLE SPECIES._
5. CO~ThmNITY RESTORATION TIME
(H) DEPOSITION M'm RESUSPENSION:
).. TIDAL AND NON-TIDAL CURRENT PATTERNS
2. BOTTOM TOPOGRAPHY
3. TURBULENT FORCES
4. TEMPERATURE, SALINITY, PRESSURE CONSIDERATIONS
5. PARTICLE DENSITY, SHAPE AND COMPOSITION
6. OTHER FACTORS AS IN (A)
(I) tffiCHM~ICAL M{D Ph~SICAL EFFECTS:
1. CONSIDERATIONS AS IN (A) THROUGH (H)
2. COMPOSITION OF EXPOSED SUBSTRATE
3. ALTERATION OF:
a. FLOW PATTERNS
b. FLUSHING RATE'
c. Tffiv~ERATURE AND SALINITY DISTRIBUTION
d. DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONTENT
e. OTHER
4. LENGTH OF OPERATION
5. BOTTOLI AREA TO BE WORKED
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6. DEPTH OF CUT
7. GRADE OF SIDE SLOPES
. 8. DIRECTIONAL ORIENTATION OF PIT
9. ~~OUNT OF MATERIAL TO BE REMOVED
10. PER CENT Cm:IPOSITION OF UNUSABLE SEDIr:IENTS
The compilation of the_ Environraental Impact State-
ment would be the logical next step to the initial resource
exploratory survey. For reasons already explained in refer-
ence to the survey it is felt desirable to re~uir~ ~l~ p~rties
to the lease sale to participate in developing the Environ-
mental Impact Statement vffiich would then be available for
-the Co~~cil's consideration in establishing necessary lease
conditions ~~d restrictions •. It would be advisable that
the state participate in Environmental Impact Statement
research at least to the extent necessary to assure its objec-
tivity. Some independent verification may be required in
areas of extreme import~~ce.
It is additionally reconunended that the Council
consider placing the following minimum restrictions on dredge
activit;y:
(I) COtThffiRCIAL EXTRACTION WILL NOT BE ALLOVffiD IN
DESIGNATED ACTIVE OR INACTIVE SPOIL DUMPING AREAS
IN NARRAGM{SETT BAY OR RHODE ISLM1D SOUlfD.
(2) C00,illRCIAL EXTRACTION WILL NOT BE ALLOWED IN
· .. ,' .
.94
SPAWNING AND NURSERY AREAS DURING PERIODS OF HIGH
ACTIVITY. EXTRACTION DURING OTHER SEASONS WILL
BE ALLOYffiD ONLY TO THAT EXTENT COrKPATIBLE WITH
SPAWNING AND NURSERY FUNCTTONS.
(3) DREDGING OF ISOLATED DEEP PITS WITH STEEP SIDES
AND/OR IRREGULA.~ BOTTOM CONTOURS« SHALL BE FOR-
BIDDEN WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL BY THE COASTAL
RESOURCES MA..T1AGETilENT COUNCIL. SUCH APPROVAL SHALL,
BE PREDICATED ON REASONABLE EVIDENCE THAT THE PIT
SO CREATED WILL HAVE A BENEFICIAL EFFECT ON
DESIRABLE MARINE SPECIES.
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-CHAPTER SEVEN-
Impact On the Human Environment
INTRODUCTION: Man is as much subject to the natural
enviro~~ent in which he lives as are the many species with'
whom he shares its resources. The artificial alterations which
he imposes on natural processes affect hi~ as much, if not
always as directly, as they do Lower. organisms. The many
possi~le ~onsequences that dredging may have for the marine
environment as considered in the previous chapter will, there-
. - - .
fore, affect man's physical relationship with this environ-
ment~ Changes will occur which we will define. as desirable
or undesirable. Vftlat is Lmpo r-tan't to recognize is that in
making distinctions of this sort we consider not only tangible
questions of scientifically measurable and economically
quantifiable change, but also questions of aesthetically
motivated preference. We cannot adequately assess develop-
mental options ~mless we measure chmige against all three
yardsticks. I have attempted in past chapters to develop
some mechanisms for factoring economic and physical considera-
tions into the management process. It now remains to perform
a similar function for.aesthetic considerations.
ENVIROlnilliNTAL QUALITY: Questions of resource alloca-
tion necessitate consideration of h~un~~ values to which it
is difficult to attach quantifiable measurements. While
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the quality of the marine environment is clearly worth some-
thing to the general public, it is difficult to establish
on what basis worth is defined or what level of commitment
it represents. A viable management system must, however,
be able to both define and quantify worth if it is to direci
development towards socially acceptablearld ~nvironrp.entally
sound ends. In the process it must maintain sufficient
flexibility to reflect changing awareness of environmental
science and changing pUblic commitment to environmental
- -
. --
The aesthetic value the public places on the marine
environ~ent is defined in tenns of scenic beauty, quiet or
tranquility, recreational attractiveness and emotionalsatis-
faction derived fro:n appreciation of its "quality.1I The
level of commitment that aesthetic value represents may be
measured in terms of relative willingness to forgo or coo-
promise uses of the marine environment which are perceived
to represent threats to its aesthetic value. The public
will suffer higher resource prices or limitation of resource
availability in proportion to its c omm i tment to aesthetically
deriv~d environmental value detenninations.
In managing the marine aggr~gate extraction industry,
then, the Coastal Resources I!Ia.nagement Council will be faced
with the follo~ing tasks: (1) determining what price the
public is willing to pay for an aesthetically pleasing marine
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environment, (2) determining what effect dredging will have
on environmental aesthetics (through visual unattractiveness,
objectionable noise, etc.), (3) comparing the two, and'" :"
(4) managing the industry's activities so as to provide the
most aesthetically satisfying environment that public co~~it-
ment will support. It will be further necessary to educate
. -,- ~
the pubiic as to the biological,physical and economic"as
well as the aesthetic consequences of development so that
pUbli~ co~itment might more accurately reflect public interest.
Every effort should be made to encourage high public commit-
ment to environmental quality. It can only be through this
commitment that the Council will be able to fulfill its charge
to preserve and protect the marine enVirOTh~lent.
MANAGEMENT REC01iljENDATIONS: It is recommended that
permits for aggreeate extraction be let out with an eye
(and an ear) to probable aesthetic effects. In this regard
it is further recommended that THE ENVIRONTIillNTAL UIPACT
STATErtiENT (referred to previousl;Y) SHALL INCLUDE THE FOLLOW-
ING PROJECTIONS: (1) VISUAL I~PACT OF DREDGING ON SCENIC
OVERVIEWS ~lD RECREATIONAL ArID RESIDENTIAL AREAS, (2) DESIGN
OF DREDGE MiD SUPPORT VESSELS, (3) TRi~FIC ~ELATED TO DREDGING
ACTIVITY, (4) HOUHS Al\jD DAYS OF OPERATIOn, (5) DISTANCE.
FROM SHORE OF DREDGE, DREDGE TRAFFIC, (6) VISABLE POLLUTION
(TURBIDITY PLULE, SIvlOKE, ETC.) RELATED TO DREDGE ACTIVITY-';"
AI:lOUi'TTS, SIZE, DURATION, (7) DREDGE Al'rD TRAl!'FIC RELATED lIOISE
MEASURED IN DEC IBALS AND FREQUENCY RAJ."'rGES AT ALL NEARBY
LAND SITES.
The Council will review this information to assess
the desirability of dredging in any given area. It may be
possible to waive this requirement in areas sufficiently
removed from shore in Rhode Island and B'Look. Island Sounds.
-
If it is decided that dredging should be allowed in Narra-
gansett Bay, however, it will be most important that aesthetic
consi~erations be weighed carefully before determining the
suitability of a site for dredging.
. \"-,,
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-<rrlAPTER EIGHT-
Use Conflicts
INTRODUCTION: One of the basic functions of a resource
management system is .to resolve conflicts between competing
resource users in a manner calculated to m~xiwize sooietal
benefits-and environmental conservation. A corollary and
perhaps more import3nt function is to manage resource develop-
ment s~ch ~hat future conflicts are avoided entirely. This
can only be accomplished by anticipating problems far enough
- +,._.----.
in adva~ce to provide logical mechanisms for their solution.
Since it is unlikely that all conflicts can be prevented by
even the most farsighted management, the establishment of
resolution mechanisms should receive priority attention.
These me charri.sraa should provide maximum. flexibility to resolve
new conflicts as they arise and consequently should not be
addressed solely to the maintenance of the status quo. We
may r easonab'Ly expect that the relative value of present
r
uses may change with time in. response to new demande and
uses. ~ecbanis8s must, therefore, be value or priority
rather than subject oriented.
riIANAGEi.:EITT PRIORITIES: (1). -It -will be to ·the long
run adva~taGe of the people of Rhode Isllli~d to discouraee
the exploitation of non-renewable marine resources \\'11en
this exploitation is likely to cause irreconcilable con.flict
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with or serious damage to renewable resources or uses depen-
dent on them. While the net yearly monetary value of a
renewable resource may be significantly less than that of
a non-z'enewab'l,e use, it vlill if properly managed remain a
revenue producer for an indefinite period. Its long term
value to the state may, therefore, be grea~e~_by several
orders of magnitude-than that of a non-renewable use whose
exploitation can not be continued indefinitely. It should
not be_ass~ed that the mere physical proximity of a renew-
able and a non-renewable resource should preclude development
- ._-_.. ~--
of the latter, however. Proper management can reduce use
conflicts to an acceptable level by regulating the exploitation
of the non-renewable resource so as to minimize adverse
effects on the renewable resource. In this regard, the
possible conpatibility of aggregate dredging and fish spmvn-
ing through seasonal control of extraction has already been
mentioned.
(2) It will be to the immediate and lasting advantage
of the state to make clear distinctions between the real and
apparent value of a given resource use. Revenue generated
is not in itself an adequate measure of value. Not only
must enVirOnlllerital ro~d aesthetic costs-be subtracted to
arrive at a realistic figure, but the actual impact of the
revenue on the state's economy must be measured. A high
apparent value use will have little real vulue if the revenue
.........
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generated does not stay in the community. If outside cor-
porations develop the Rhode Island marine aggregate resource·
little of the income generated may actually be spent in the
state. If they do not mar-kef their produ.ct in the state
their activities will have even less impact on the local
economy. In such a situation even though ~he.~ppare~t value
of the aggregate industry may be greater than, for instance,
that of the co~nercial fishing industry, its real value may
be much less. In affecting trade-offs, then, between the s~~d
and gravel resource user and other resource users the follow-
ing considerations should be weighed; (1) ultimate destination
of income generated, (2) effect on the local economy through
spending (wages, materials, services, etc.), (3) effect on
the local economy through stimulation of other sectors (for
sand and gravel, primarily construction), (4) direct and
indirect effects on local prices, &~d (5) revenue realized
by the state from royalties and rentals (minus management
costs). It will only be by consideration of these factors
that valid estimates of relative values can be arrived at.
(3) The Council should discourage the displacement
of users who are tied to a particular-location or enviro~ment
by users who can operate equally well someplace else. In-
this regard, aggregate extraction should be discouraged in
or dangerously near shellfish beds, valuable fishing or
fish nursery grounds, beaches, navigation ch&~~els and cable
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and pipeline crossings unless it can be sho~7.n that extraction
will not displace the other user.
USE CATEGORIES: Rorholm (1963) identified three
types of user relationships---complimentary, supplementary
and competitive. A complimentary relationship exists when
one use actually benefits another; a supplementary r~lation­
ship when one has no effect on another, and a competitive
relationship when one use compromises another. In order to
adequa~ely_manage the development of the marine aggregate
industry the Coastal Resources Ma~agement Council will have
. - - .. . - -
to determine what lcind of relationship the industry is likely
to have with other users of the marine environment. Compli-
mentary relationships such as may exist when well engineered
dredging products provide habitats for desirable fish species
are to be encouraged. Supplementary relationships such as
may occur between dredging and navigation in open waters
are also to be encouraged. Competitive relationships such
as are Lt.keLy to occur in the majority of cases are to be
carefully managed with attention to the many considerations
which have been presented throughout this proposal.
\
-'
SAND AND GRAVEL VERSUS :NAVIGATION: The potential
for conflict between aggregate dredging and marine navigation
\
activities is extr-eme'Ly variable dependLng on location and "
specific activity. Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island and to
a. lesser extent B'Lock Island Sounds are heavily travelled
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by commercial, military, fishing ~~d (seasonally) recrea-
tional vessels with the potential for conflict generally
increasing as a f~~ction of proximity to shore. Narragansett
Bay is likely to present particularly severe use conflicts
due to depth restrictions on co~~ercial and military traffic
and extremely heavy summer use by recreat~on~l vess~ls of all
sizes. -Reference-·to Figure 23 will reveal the narrow shipping
channel leading up the East Passage to the port of Providence.
Limit~ng ~epths on both sides of this channel in all but its
lowest reaches will prevent shipping from straying from it to
. - - -- - - - -
avoid obstacles. If unacceptable interference with cownercial
and militarJ traffic (note branch channel to Quonset Point
carrier piers) is to be avoided DREDGE ACTIVITY IN THE SHIPPING
CHANNEL WILL BE
plioHlBITED. In the case of barge suction dredges prohibition
would include the entire danger area defined by maneuvering
anchors as shown in Figure 16. The cormnercial mooring area
located just south of the Newport Bridge a~d the n~~erous
Navy destroyer buoys scattered around both the East and West
Passae;es (Fig-t..lre 23) .also present problem areas for commer-
cial dredging. Dredging activitie~ under strictly controlled
conditions might be possible in the commercial mooring area,
but wor~:: ar-ound the Navy 'buoys and.,-further, in the areas
\ ........
in the East ru~d off the mouth of the West Passage buoyed
off as torpedo test ranges (Figure 23) would require prior
federal approval. For these reasons it is not recorr~ended
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that dredge permits be issued for these areas.
Dredging in most of the West and Sakonnet Passages
of the Bay should not have ~J.y direct effect on military
or commercial traffic which rarely travel either. It may,
however, be expected to interfere to some extent with recrea-
tional use of the water. Summer boaters gen~~ate a substantial
amount of economic· activity directly and indirectly. Rorholm
(1968) estimates that total boating related expenses in 1967
was in ex~ess of $5 million. A very large percentage of this
activity is stimulated by the attractiveness of the Bay as
.. . .. - - . - -
a recreational boating area. Dredging may be expected to
decrease the Bay's value as a recreational resource through
the cr~ation.of visual and audible nuisances, discoloration
of the water by turbidity and by physical occupation of sur-
face area. Occupation of space will present the most severe
direct conflict if a great nu~ber of dredges are in operation
during the summer months or if dredging (especially barge
dredging) is carried on in constricted areas or popular
cruising, fishing or mooring areas (Figure 24). Less irni11C-
diately obvious effects on the perceived value of the Bay as
a boating area should also be expected. These, however,
need not involve intolerable interference by one use with
another and it should, therefore, be possible to minimize
conflict by careful management. It is recommended, then,
that dredge permits not be issued or if issued should be
..
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conditional upon suspension of activities during the boating
season in areas of particular value for recreational use.
It is further recommended that the indirect impact of dredging
on recreational use be weighed carefully in determining lease
policy. It should finally be observed that the reservation
of bottom areas of depths less than 80 feet as beach conserva-
.- ~.
tion areas will have the ancillary effect of preventing the
great majority of the above conflicts from ever materializ-
ing.~his_spin-offmay have a considerable independent
value of its ovm.
... - -
Hopper dredging in the offshore waters of the state
may be expected to have minimal effect on recreational
usage except in the immediate area of the dredge site, al-
though traffic between the working and offloading points
may be substantial. Probable effect on commercial and mili-
tary traffic is much more difficult to predict. Reference
to Figure 25 will demonstrate that Rhode Island and Block
Island SOlli1ds are crossed by a number of heavily travelled
co~~ercial shipping tracks a~d ferry routes. Traffic in
these areas is primarily by coastal vessels with a high pro-
portion of barge tows of petroleum products being evident
(state Pilots Association, 1972). .rtis common for much - -'
of the transit barge traffic to proceed through state waters
without pilotage. Because offshore shipping routes are
heavily travelled, much of the traffic is unpiloted and much
6f it consists of p~troleum products,it would seem wise
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to discourage dredging in or verJ near these routes. A
quarter mile buffer zone on either side of the tracks (which
themselves are approximately one half mile wide) is recom-
mended and is indicated on Figure 25. DREDGING BY ANCHORED
VESSELS IN THE mILE WIDE FAIRWAYS SO DEFINED WILL BE PRO-
HIBITED while hopper dredging undenvay should only be con-
..- ..
sidered when other deposits have been depleted. It must be
recognized that the establishment of fixed fairways is repug-
nant to the shipping industry and will be vigorously resisted.
Because shipping is, therefore, liable to transit any off~
. ... - - . ~ -
shore area deep enough to permit safe passage and because
Naval vessels entering and leaving Narragansett Bay do not
.. follow any set pattern, it will. be necessary to mark dredge
sites and vessels so as to avoid collisions. Marking should
consist of indication of dredge sites in daily Notices to
Mariners (published by the Coast Guard), lighting of vessels
according to normal practice, and such additional marking
as may be considered advisable. This might include strobe
lights, distinctive painting and radar reflectors. It might
further be fO~L~d advisable to restrict dredging in heavily
and
travelled areas at night/UL~der limited Visibility conditions.
SAND AHD GRAVEL VERSUS POLLUTION: As has been pre-
viously developed, aggregate extraction can be both (1) a
primary producer of pollutants through the release of UL~-
acceptable concentrations of suspended sediments in wash
,,-,,"
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water , and (2) a secondary polluter by the artificial resus-
pension of entrained toxic bottom sediments. If one acc~pts
the disposal of polluted material into state waters as one
. use of the marine environment, it becomes apparent that
aggregate extraction in polluted areas represents a use con-
flict of considerable import. Entrained to~tns in polluted
-
sediments can hardly be considered harmless, but it is evident
that their recycling thDough the water column increases the
potential_dwnage they can do by several orders of magnitude.
UNACCEPTABLE TOXICITY LEVELS FOR BOTTOM SEDIMENTS WILL BE
..
ESTABLISHED AND AGGREGATE EXTRACTION FROM POLLUTED ~~EAS
WILL BE PROHIBITED. Figures 26 and 27 indicate the probable
"location of polluted areas in Narragansett Bay and Rhode
Island Sound.
The potential aesthetic pollution likely to be
associated with dredging activity should also be considered
in determining the suitability of any site for extraction.
In this regard, the several considerations recormnended in
Chapter 7 should be weighed carefully if it is determined that
the site is close enough to residentially or recreationally
valuable are~s to adversely effect their values.
SAND ,Ar,m GRAVEL VEH.SUS FISHE..l{IES: In pro jecting
potential use conflicts between aggregate extraction and
fisheries the following distinctions must be made:
(1) c ommer-c Lal, versus sport fishing
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(2) Bay versus offshore fishing __.
/
(3) trawl versus trap versus pot versus hand ralcing
methods.
Each of the above categories of fishery makes particular
demands on the marine environment and .potential conflicts
Viith dredging are, therefore, lilccl~r to be dj.fferent in form
and substance. The overall effect of dredging on the marine
environment has been discussed at considerable length in
Chapt~r 6~ Rather than repeat this discussion, frequent
reference will be made to specific sections of Chap~e!~_in
what follows.
Sisson (1970) conculated that the value of the sport
fishery in Narragansett Bay for that year on the order of
$4 million (wholesale value of fish plus expenditures by
fishermen) and recent studies by Rorholm (1968) have indicated
that a significant ~~ount of the recreational use of the
Bay is related to sport fishing (see Figure 28). Large
sport fishing fleets also sail out of Galilee, Block Island
and many ports in the Bay itself to fish the stocks of off-
shore waters in Block Isl~~d SOUL~d ffi1d Rhode Isl~~d SOlli1d.
The potential impact of dredging on the sport fishery in
Narragansett Bay is liable to be essentially negative due to
deleterious effects on navigation (discussed in this chapter)
and possible adverse impact on primary productivity, benthic
life ::tnd uhYsical processes discussed in Chapter 6. Impact
- ~
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on the offshore sport fishery is unlikely to be as great.
It is felt that the Council will have st~ficient management
tools in the Environmental Impact Statement (Chapter~) and
the Management Priorities (this chapter) to make a realistic
.
determination of relative value to the state. Determination
of this value will then guide resolution of particular con-
flicts. It should·be stressed that management of aggregate-
fisheries conflicts should emphasize flexibility, as the rela-
tive values of these resource uses is liable to change sig-
nificantly in the future.
Reference to Figure 29 indicates that the value of
the 1968 commercial catch was some ~6.25 million exclusive
of value added by stimulation of the local economy through
wages and effects on other sectors (Department of Natural
Resources,1969). Since the major Bay commercial fishery
is quahaugs it appears that a safe estimate for Bay production
value would be a9prqfimately $1 million, or one sixth of
the total. No significant impact on the qUahaug industry
is anticipated if either (1) the 80 foot preservation zone
is established, (2) dredging is prohibited in or near shell-
fish beds as suggested in Chapter. 6 (Figure 30) and (3) the
suggested Environmental Impact Statement is required. Se·c-
ondarj effects on the commercial industry by alterations
of habitat or decreases in pri~ary productivity may also
be controlled by insistence on tile prior completion of an
:Ft Cx. 30
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Leading Species of Fish Landed by Otter Trawls In 1968
Lobsters .
Flounder (all species) .
Fish for Reduction .
Scup .
Butterfish .
Whiting .
Cod ..
Haddock ..
Squid .
Herring, Sea .
Others .
Total .
Pounds
2,353,038
10,646,528
41,232,436
1,916,337
879,337
2,148,694
1,673,897
34.8,32Q_
609,418
421,348
736,528
62,965,881
Value
$2,007,513
1,049,234
307,630
250,302
126,935
117,866
113,298
37,020
3'6,455
22,798
44,774
$4,113,825
Leading Species of Fish Landed by Floating Traps In 1968
Scup ..
Mackerel .
Squid .
Cod .
Fluke .
Butterfish .
Sea Bass .
Striped Bass .
Bluefish .
Sea Robin .
Others .
Total .
Pounds _ . Yalue
2,805,501 $455,979
759,255 54,401
386,093 31,043
202,029 21,064
50,412 20,741
79,175 18,706
33,893 13,943
28,892 8,908
38,473 6,653
224,415 4,409
504,645 20,356
5,112,783 $656,203
Commercial Fish Landings 1968
Pounds Value
Otter .
Tongs and rakes ..
Floating traps ..
Lobster pots ..
Other methods ..
Total
62,965,881
1,287,540
5,112,783
719,617
576,708
70,662,529
$4,113,825
738,824
656,203
599,311
117,313
$6,225,476
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Environmental Impact Statement.
Conflicts in the offshore waters of the state are
likely to be somewhat greater of a problem,as may be sug-
gested'by reference to Figure 31. ~lost of Rhode LsLand and
Block Island Sounds are commercially fished by one of a num-'
ber of methods, for a variety of species ~d.~uring ,different
seasons. If dredging and fishing are to be comfortable
neighbors a great deal more information on the fishing in-
dustry_ ne~ds to be generated. We must determine (1) how
heavily each identified area is fished (2) what the annual
'---._-
real and apparent value of the catch is, and (3) when it is
fished ~l'ld for how long. Generation of this information
the
will allow for valid comparisons of/real value of each use
to the state and consequent setting of use priorities. It
will also allow for cooperative i~ultiple access to the re-
source by separation of exploitation by season. Analysis
of biological and physical effects of dredgine will still
be necessary and should be accomplished through the Enviroll-
mental Impact Statement.
Conflicts with specific methods of fishing may be
expected, but these should be modified to acceptable levels
by reco~nendat~ons already made. Trawl fishing will be pro-
tected if dredges are prohibited from digging isolated deep
pits or from leaving irregular bottom corrt our-s -in wo r-xcd
areas (ah~pter ~). Trap fishing is a shallowwate~ tcclli~ique
-'
81
and would be protected if adequ~te attention is paid to the
Environmental Impact Statement ~~d if efforts are made to
separate extraction'and fishery by season. Hand raking will
be protected by both the beach protection zone and conservation
of shellfish beds.
It does not appear, then, that a fishery and an aggre-
gate industry will ,be incompatible. Some trade-offs will
doubtless be necessary and these should reflect relative
values at the time resolution is carried out. It will make
little sense to predicate a management system on present
-. - - - - - -
transient values. Separation of use by season may be pos-
sible in many situations and should increase the potential
for joint use of the marine resource.
SAND Al'ID GRAVEL VERSUS BEACHES: Sandy beaches con-
stitute one of the most precious ~~d fragile natural resources
of the State of Rhode Island. Regional scarcity of fine
ocean beaches with attractively warm water for Bwimming makes
these beaches more valuable to the state every year. Beach
recreation areas are a "gate-way" resource; they not only
provide diversion for state residents,but they draw users
from other states in the re&ion who spend money for lodgings
and services which provide a substantial seasonal stimulus
to the state's economy. Rorholm (1968) estinated that in
1967 (a poor beach year) the total revenue generated directly
by beach use was in excess of 81.73 million. 'This does not
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include the considerably larger revenue generated indirectly
by beach users, many of whom are bringing in funds from out
of state which are then introduced into the local economy.
the state's many fine beaches there is a clear and compelling
In addition, then,to the aesthetic desirability of preserving
ment Oounc i.L has bound itself to permit mineral extraction
only where it will not prevent other uses (Draft Stat-ement,
1972). F~r reasons developed at some length in Chapter 2,
[
I
i
I
I
practical reason for doing so. The Coastal Resources lianage-
-.- ~
it is believed extremely likely that extraction in near shore
._- - .~-
areas, specifically in depths less than 80 feet, will inter-
,
fere with active beach processes and lead to undesirable
alterations in no~al contours and sand transport patterns.
It has consequently been reco~~ended that extraction at depths
less than 80 feet be prohibited. This prohibition must be
a central condition of every extraction permit approved by
the Council if continued use of the state's beaches is to
be guar-arrt eed , It may, in addition, be necessary to 1ceep
dredges greater dist~1'1ces off certain beaches than would
be dictated by the 80 foot depth contour. Consideration
should be made of possible turbidity effects, objectional
visual and noise phenomena and other. determin~~ts covered
by the Environmental Impact Statement (Chapters 5, 6 and 7)~
SAlTD A.ND GRAVEL VERSUS CABLE AND PIl'ELTNE CROSSINGS:\ v'
Reference to Figl.U'e 32 will reveal that Narrag2JlSett Bay is ! t: ,~.
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criss-crossed by a maze of pipelines, sewage outfalls and
cable crossings which will prevent development of the bottom
in the areas indicated. 'Yhile it may someday prove desirable
to move these installations to gain access to underlying
mineral deposits, this is not seen as a practical or desirable
alternative (for the forseeable future) to sjmply prohibiting
dredging in the areas indicated. It is consequently recom-
mended ths.t DREDGING ACTIVITY WILL BE PROHIBITED IN ALL AREAS
OF NARRAGNTSETT nAY y~~ERE PIPELIrffiS, S~3AGE OUTFALLS OR C~~LE
CROSSINGS ARE KNOWN TO BE PREs~r,rT. Conflicts of this nature
- * .. --'---
in Rhode Isl~~d Sound will be .limited to the single trans-
atlantic telephone cable crossing the bottom as indicated on
Figure 33. This cable, although buried, has already proved
vulnerable to dredging, having been broken on three separate
occ~sions by draggers ~~d quahaug dredgers (Haley, 1972).
It is not felt that interference with co~nlli1ication links
is a justifiable or tolerable situation ~~d it is, therefore,
reco~ended that A orm HALF MILE WIDE SAFETY ZONE SHALL BE
ESTABLISHED ACROSS THE CONTli':TENTAJJ SHELF OF THE STATE OF
RHODE ISLAIm TO PREVEI'iT ACCIDENTAL SEVERANCE OF TRAl'JSATLANTIC
COI.::i:IUNICATION LINI:S. THIS ZONE SHALL FOLLOW THE ROUTE OF THE
PRESENT CABLE ·CONNECTING CHARLESTOVH'l", -RHODE ISLAND WITH SPAIN.
ALL FUTURE CABLE CONNECTIONS SHALL BE RESTRICTED TO THIS ZONE.
BOTTOM MINING ACTIVITY WILL BE PROHIBITED IN THE SAFETY. ZONE.
A chart delineating the precise location of the cable crossing
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has been provided by the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company and is on file with the Coastal Resources Center •
. _--._- .
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LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS ill~D RECOuThffi~ID4TIONS
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-CHAPTER NHJE-
Existing Legal Resources: State of Rhode Island
INTRODUCTION: Although too vaguely defined to be
of any great value as an effective management tool as written,
Rhode Islandls statutory resources for marine mining regulation
are better th~~ is generally recognized. _UnRer Title 46,
Public Laws 1956 the state has taken unto itself a number of
powers which might usefully be applied to the regulation
of co~erQial aggregate extraction. These powers have been
greatly exp~~ded by regulatory authority granted the Coastal
. . - .. - - _. - - - .. - -
Resources 1TmLagement Com~cil under the current coastal manage-
ment law (Chapter-270, Public Laws, 1971). It is felt
that more detailed legislation is in order for which reason
the proposals which conclude this study are presented. Such
legislation, however, should follow logically from existing
powers ~~d draw on them for support.
TITLE 46: Under Chapter 5, Section 10 the Director
of the Department of Natural Resources is empowered to lease
any state pr-ope r t y under his charge in tidal areas "acquired
by purchase or the process of law ••• for any term not exceeding
twenty (20) years and for such rent and with such provisions
and covenarrt s -as to said directot -shall seem to be advan-'
tageous to the state. 1I Since the state exercises titular
sovereignty over the seabed out to the limit of its juris-
diction, it does not seem a misinterpretation- of the statute
to suggest th8.t the_ state might exercise similar powers
86
with respect to its seabed. If authority to do so is, indeed,
written into the current management legislation.
Under 46-6-1 the state has assumed powers which are
directly applicable to the regulation of aggregate extraction.
The statute bears quoting at length:
The director of puhLf.c wor-ks e_hall regulate
-the- depositing of mud, dirt and other substances
in the public tidewaters of the state, and shall
prescribe the places where the same may be deposited;
and every person who shall place or deposit mud,
dirt or other substances in said' waters without
obtaining porper authority therefor, shall be
fined for each offense one hundred dollars.
46-6-1 was 'enf'or-ced by the former Division -of- Harbors
and Rivers which as the Coastal Resources Division serves
under the Coastal Resources I.lanagement Council. It, therefore,
provides the Council with a direct vehicle to manage the
location of 2~Y dredge in state waters so long as that dredge
is depositing "mud, dirt or other substances" into tidewaters,
which, of course, it ,viII.
Under 46-17.1-1.2 the Director of the Department of
Natural Resources is empowered to regulate (through a pennit
proceduro) the transporting and d~~ping of waste and dredge
materials over and in state waters. Silt and sand are spe-
cifically Ld entLf'Led 8.S materials subject to regulation. _
A fine o~ $1,000, one year's imprisonment or both is provided
for violation. 46-l7.1-2 further states that ~(;)rmission
~. will be gr~~ted only if movement ~~d disposal uwould not be
.wsze
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in conflict with the marine ecology within or adjacent to the
state's waters and that eXisting fishing grounds would not
be damaged or destroyed." Provision is made for the pre-
sence of a state inspector on board the tow vessel whose
expenses vrould be paid by the permittee. 46-17.1-1.2 will
be of considerable help in future management ~f aggregate
dredging-itself (dumping of material) and dredge related
barge traffic (transportation of material). The $1,000 fine
should.proyide sufficient deterrent, effect, while provision
for onboard inspection will be a desirable feature. f9~ ~apage-
- -
mente
THE COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT COUNCIL ACT: The
Co~~cil's power to regulate acitivites such as aggregate ex-
traction is set forth under 46-23-6-D a and c and is as follows:
a) Issue, modify or deny permits for any worle in
above or beneath the water areas under its juris-
diction.
c) Licensing the use of coastal resources which
are held in trust by the state for all its citizens,
and imposing fees for private use of such resources.
Violation of Council directives and regulations is
subject to prosecution as a misdemo~~or by the Office of the
Atton1ey General in state district court (46-23-7). While
no specific ma~agement mechanism for offshore mining regula-
tion is proposed, actIvity of this sort is clearly subject
to control under the above authority. This fac~ is formally
~ recognized in the Draft Statement of Policy Gui~elines released
in mid-April (page 6).
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~CHAPTER TEl..f-
Federal Regulatory Policy of Interest
to the State of Rhode Island
.CORPS OF ENGINEERS: Several federal agencies exercize
functions relative to marine mining regul~tiq~ which should
be of in-terest to .any state setting out to establish a policy
of its O\Yn. The Army Corps of Engineers, however, comes into
the most ~rnmediate and frequent contact with state regulatory
agencies thro~gh its control over work in navigable waters.
- ----.---
The following explanation, then, outlines the Corps' res-
ponsibility as regards aggregate extraction and indicates
its relationship with the "host" state:
c '~ .'.
The basic statutory authority for Department of
the Anny regulation of co~nercial sand ~~d gravel
dredging operations is Section 10 of the River
and Harbor Act of 3 ~arch 1899. Under this provi-
sion of law, Congress has gra~ted authority to the
Secreta~r of the Army to issue permits for the
per-f'ormance of work in navigable wat-er-s of the
United States. An important responsibility of
the Secretary of the Army in the exercise of this
authority is to determine whether any proposed
work is consistent with the public interest.
The issuance of a permit is based on the effects
of the permitted activity on the public interest
including such factors as navigation, fish and
wildlife, water quality, economics, conservation,
aesthetics, recreation, water supply, floodd~mage
prevention, Lmpac t on ecos-ystems and, ihgeneral,
the needs and welfare of the people. The permit
program is administered by the Corps of Engineers
in accordance with CPR 2-09.120.
Proposed wor-k in navigable waters is coordinated'
with State mld local goverlli~ental -bodies a~d othor
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Federal agencies having an interest in such matters,
and every effort is made to determine the overall
public interest. In coordinating the Federal
permit progra~, the Corps encourages State -author-
ities to playa lead role in determining the pub-
lic interest. This role is sometimes reflected
through State regulatory programs or zoning regu-
lations. Of particular interest in dredging .
operations are water quality and fish and wildlife
considerations. As a result of Section 21 (b) of
the Federal Water Pollution C.ont,Xol Act..as amended,
we.require permit applicants to obtain certifica-
tion that water quality st~~dards will not be
violated from the appropriate State agency. In
accordance with the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act we seelc the recommendations' of the State
agency responsible for protection of fish and
wildlife resources. In any event, the Corps al-
ways attaches a great deal of importance to State
recommendations concerning propos-ed worle -in navig-
able waters. (Cousins, 1972)
Two aspects of this description are worthy of special
,'. . . attention. The first, the notable similarity between Corps
definition of public interest and the one I have proposed
throughout the body of this study, suggests that Rhode Island
can anticipate cooperation and support from the Corps in
managing the State's aggregate deposits along the 1ines,I
have recommended. The second, the equally notable lack of
any recogaized obligation to be bound by state action, is
a we~Q1ess which is more apparent thmL real. In its revised
procedural directives (Permits for Work and Structures, etc.,
1971) the Corps spe~ifical1y binds·itself to deny all permits
where necessary state approval has been preViously refused.,
Its practice to date has, moreover, demonstrated a reasonable
sensitivity to state desires and objectives (Repplinger, 1972).
; .
J
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR: Under provisions qf the
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (1953) as administered
unde r Bureau of Land Management and Geological Survey
Regulations, the Department of the Interior has assumed exten-
.
sive powers over mineral resource development on the contin-
ental shelf beyond state jurisdiction. It is not within the
-
scope of this study to exa~ine these powers in ~~y detail.
They will, however, be reflected in the various proposals
made ~n Cftapter 12 for a Rhode Island regulatory system.
Presently strained relations between Interior an4 ~h~ .~~w
. . ." - - - - -
England states suggest that its attitude towards resource
development may not be compatible with what the states have
, ' .... : .. defined to be their best interests. While the present problem
centers on oil exploration and state fears that an offshore
oil industry may be forced upon them, it highlights the
difficulties posed by the arbitrary. termination of state
sovereienty three miles from an often ill-defined point on
shore. Neither mineral resources nor effects generated by
their extraction reco@lize political boundaries. Regulatory
mechanics and extraction techniques in waters outside of a
state's three mile limit may, therefore, effect the marine
environment of thatstute as much-as-if they were actually
being implemented within its jurisdiction. The present
spate of state territorial claims to 200 mile~Bovereigrlty
reflects a growing awareness of the vulnerability to what
91
are rightly or . \vrongly perceived to be capricious federal
actions. The issue, however, is not whether the federal
government is acting responsibly or irresponsibly, but rather
whether its decisions will, in effect, impose conditions on
state resources to which the states are not privy. I don't
feel that this is necessarily so, but it is ~ossible and the
-
states would,therefore, be justified in protecting their
interests as they see fit. The bill recently passed by the
State_Hou~e of Repres~l'ltatives, H-5093, which would extend
the state's territorial limits to 200 miles at sea or to the
100 fathom isobath, whichever is farthest, is one approach
. .
to protecting this state's interest. It may not be the
··best .'1 .recommend that the Coastal Resources CO'U..."1.cil do
the following:
(1) Precisely define the exact limitations of state
sovereignty as it exists under present law. There are as
many opinions as to the exact or even approximQte location
of the state's offshore boundaries as there are people who
should know. The official chart of the bound~ry which is
on file with the Secretary of State's Office has never been
seen by anyone who wor~;:s there. The line I show on the
charts included in -~his study is at best accurate withln:vne
to two miles. We C~~"1.ot hope to m~"1.age our marine resources
unless we InlOW rather definitively which are actually ours.
-~
Itffurther, makes little sense to be claiming more territory
i --
I
~
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when we're not all that clear on what we already own.
(2) Express the State's resolve that fed~ral resource
development policy off our shores shall reflect cognizance
<,
of our interests and our management policy. The Council
should state what its policy is going to be and then memo-
rialize the Secretary of the Interior to the._effect . that his
-department will be-expected to recognize the minimum objectives
of state policy in its ovm activities. While this tactic
may h~ve UO more legal validity than 200 mile claims, it.
addresses itself more directly to the problem at h~~ ~~
may, therefore, be expected to be more effective.
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-CHAPTER ELEVEN-
State Legislation of Interest:
Our Neighbors
INTRODUCTION: Just as federal policy towards marine
mineral resource development should be of concern to the
-.- ~.
State of Rhode Island as she seeks to define a policy of her
own, regulatory efforts by other states should be examined.
I do not :propose to include such an examination for all 23
coastal states in the body of" this study, although a slliIDnary
. -- - _. - -
chart is included in Appendix A. It will be desirable,
however, fornhode Island's regulatory system to be compatible
with those of our immediate neighbors, a~d a brief examination
of Connecticut and Massachusetts legislation, consequently,
follows.
CONrlliCTICUT: Under Section 25, 10-18 (1969 Supp.)
the Connecticut Water Resources Co~nission controls the
removal of sand and gravel from lands under tidal and coastal
waters
/through a permit s~ystem. Permits are considered II wi th due
regard. for the prevention or alleviation of shore erosion,
the protection of necessary shell-fish grounds and fin-fish
habitats, the preserv.ation of necessary wildlife habitats~­
the development of adj oining up'l.ande , the rights of riparian.
-,
property owner-s••• It Fermitis are not issued unt-i.l satisfaction
..........., . ~
of the above conditions is guaranteed and formally agreed
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to and a price and payment schedule established for the
material"extracted (25-11). Public hearings are required
on all extraction permits with applications and supporting
documents open for public inspection. In granting a permit
the Commission prescribes "conditions regulating the removal
and disposal of sand, gravel or other mat_eri..~l to be taken
and may make reasonable regulations and require bonds to
enforce the conditions prescribed by it, and may revoke or
suspend a.p.y removal permit upon a violation of such conditions."
(25-12). Provision is made for a fine of $100, 30 days
- ... ---~-
impris01Lment or both for violation of Section 25-11, with
each day of continuing violation construed to be a separate
offense (25-18).
No permits for commercial extraction have been issued
under the provisions of 25-10, although several applications
have been made. tiThe defeat of these applications has gener-
ally been based on the adverse effects on environmental con-
siderations" (Pelletier, 1972).
Connecticut regulatory authority bears a strong
resemblance to powers formally granted to the Coastal Resources
ffianagement Council under 1971 ennabling legislation. While
these pm,vers are not. perhaps as concisely stated in the-Rhode
Island la~, they are, in fact, provided for under various
chapters. It,. the-refore, appears that Conne c't'f cu't legislation
-~
provides the regulatory authority already traced through
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existine Rhode Island law while sharing with it a common
lack of specific management tlechanisms and guidelines. The
main thrust of the Connecticut law and its enforcement to'
date suggests that the various proposals included in this
study will be compatible with the Connecticut approach to
marine mineral development. .No interstate c.onflicts are ,.
-
therefore, anticipated.
~~SACHU~~TTS: Massachusetts management of offshore
mineral r~sources is currently undergoing a period of exten-
sive revision. A division of Mineral Resources became
~ ... - -
operational in May of 1970 and according to Director Robert
. -
Blumberg is "just getting on its feet" (Blumberg, 1972).
New rules and regulations have been drafted and are under
review by appropriate state agencies. It was not possible
to gain access to the draft regulations. It is lQ1o\vu, however,
that the Commonwealth has declared a moratorium on all sand
and gravel exploration and extraction within its marine
boundaries "urrt f.L such time as the Department (Natural Resources)
can assess the extent of risk of harm such activities may
have on the environment": (Blumberg, 1972). In addition,
a number of bills establishing permanent marine mining sanc-
tuaries have been p~ssed by the state-legislature to protect
particularly valuable (and vulnerable) areas on Cape Cod and
the Elizabeth Isla..l'1ds. The state is currently~·:involve.d in
the preliminary stages of a sand and gravel fnventoTy and
>r
'l
,
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enviro~~ental impact study of extraction in Massachusetts
Bay. The reader's attention is called to a previous dis-
cussion of the project on pages 46-47 of this study. The
careful attention that Massachusetts is paying to possible
effects of an aggregate industry and its conservative approach
to development suggests again, as in the Connecticut attitude,
- ..- ,.
that Rhode Island need anticipate no serious conflicts with
its neighbor to the north in managing its resource along
the lines I a~ recommending.
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-CHAPTER T~ffiLVE-
A Proposed ReguLa'b ory System for Rhode Island
(1) AUTHORITY:
The Coastal Resources Management Council establishes and
adopts the following Rules and Regulations, pursuant to
the authority granted by Chapter 23, "Section 6," Part B
of An Act Creating A Coastal Resources Management Council
and Making An Appropriation Therefor. (State of Rhode
Island Public Laws 1971, Chapter 279, Title 46, Chapter 23)
(2) STATE1lliNT OF POLICY:
... - - . - -
It is declared to be the policy of the State of Rhode
Island tl1at (I) the development, utilization, and control
of all hard mineral resources on the ocean bed illlder the
jurisdiction of this state shall be directed (a) to make
the maximum contribution to the public benefit, (b) to
preserve, protect, develop, and where possible restore
coastal resources, (c) to preserve and restore ecological
systems, and (d) to increase public use of water bodies
for a wide variety of purposes, and (2) the state, in the
exercise of its sovereign power, acting through the
Coastal Resources Management Council, should control the
development and use of said resources of the State so as
to effectuate full utilization, conservation, and pro-
tection of the same.
These Rules and Regulations are based upon the be s t
" .
infor.nation pre?ently available. - It is anticipated
that they will be subject to review and revision perio~­
ically as additional information and methq9-s become
-
available.
The terr:lS "shall" and "will," \vhere-used"herein, are
intended to indicate a m~'1.datory requirement. The terms
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"regulation," II r equi r ement " and "rule" are used inter-
changeably. If any part of these Rules and ReGulations,
or the application of any part thereof, is held invalid
of unconstitutional, the application of such part to
other persons or circumstances, and the remainder of
these Rules a.."1Q. Re~;\).lations, shall not be affected thereby
and shall be dee~ed valid and effective.
The failure of the State to enforce a.TJ (Jf these'Rules
and Regulations· shall not constitute a waiver by the State
of any such Rule or Regulation.
(3) SCOPE ~{D APPLICABILITY:
The regulations herein shall apply to all projects and
the aspects thereof dealing with the expl;rati'o~-~d -
exploitat~on of sand, gravel and other hard minerals
occurring within the boundaries of the State of Rhode
Island.
(4) GENERAL DEFINITIONS:
4.1 APPLIC~{T: Any person vn10 files an application under
these rules.
4.2 COUNCIL: The Coastal Resources Management Council.
4.3 CONSERVATIo~,r: The conserving, preserving, guarding
or protecting of the marine resources of the state
by obtaining the maximttm efficiency with the minimum
waste in their use.
4.4 EXPLORATION: Geological, geophysical and other surveys
and investigations including seismic methods.
4.5 INSPEcrrOR: A:n:y enployee of , the- State duly authorized
to act in that capacity.
4.6 PERSON: Any individual, firm, co-partne!ship, company,
business.trust, association, private c~rporation,
nnL~icipal corporation, public or quasl-public operation,
c ountv , cit~r and county, elistrict , political subdivision,
~..... -",. .. .
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department or other instrumentality of government,
r~ceiver, tutor, curator, executor, a~uinistrator,
fiduciary, trustee, guardian, or representative- of
any kind.
4.7 SEISMIC EXPLORATIONS: Any geophysical exploration
method which involves the use of explosives or energy
sources.
4.8 STATE: The state of Rhode Island.-
(5) EXPLORATION:
5.1 PRELnlIN~~Y APPLICATION
5.1-01. The Council shall divide the coastal and off-
shore waters of the State into plats of a
.- - ~ _. --
size it considers appropriate to exploratory
s~rveying. Grouping of more than one con-
tiguous plat may be opened to exploration
as a single unit. Not less than an entire
plat will be opened.
5.1-02. The Council reserves to itself the right to
determine the number of plats and their loca-
tion to be opened for exploratorJ permits at
any given time.
5.1-03. The Council, upon application by any person,
may issue a permit for the geological, geo-
physical, or seismic survey, including the
taking of cores and other s~nples, of any
state-owned offshore lands.
5.1-04. The COlli~cil may, at its discretion, hold any
such permits in abeyance until such time as
it deteTIDines that enough have been submitted
to justify collective explorat~9n.
5.1-05. Applications for permits to co~duct explora-
tory wor};: shall be filed. in triplicate on
approved forms at least sixty (60) days prior
"· 100
to the desired approval date, and shall be
accompanied by an application fee of $250.00.
Applications shall include: a) the name.and
address of the applicant or applicants, b)
either an original or certified copy of a
birth certificate or other document substan~.
tiating proof of citizenship (Please note
that certified copies of doc~entary evidence
must bear an original certification by the
legal custodian of the original docurnent),
or corporation papers if applic~~t is a cor-
poration, c) evidence of financial respon-
sibility, d) such other information as shall
- - . - -
be 'considered desirable.
5.2 PUBLIC HEARInG
5.2-01. On deten~i~ation that sufficient permit
applications have been filed, the Council
will cause to be published legal notice of
intent to open the described area to explora-
tory survey. Such notification will be pub-
lished in the press and posted in prominent
locations in each city and to~n at least 30
days prior to the holding of a public hearing.
5.2-02. A public hearing shall be held prior to
approval of any application to explore state
waters for mineral resources and before any
designated pel~it area is actually opened to
exploration.
5.2-03~. This public hearing. shall be held according to
Rules and Regulations Adopted Pursuant to
Chapter 42-35 of the General Laws of Rhode
Island, 1956. _.-
5.2-04. After notification, and consultation with
o-,(;her state agencies and parties having an
r,,
, .
,
,
!
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interest in such matters, the Council shall
include such conditions in the permit as it
deems necessary to protect the fish, game,
wildlife, natural resources and private inter-
ests within the State.
5.3 GRAlTTING OF ArT EXPLORATORY PEilljIT
5.3-01. Upon satisfaction that the public interest
will be served by the open~ng-of a designated
area to exploration and after acceptance of
any special modifications or conditions as
in 5.2-03 and 04 by the permittees, the Coun-
cil will notify them of its approval.
5.3-02. Exploration will commence no soone~ ~4an. 30 .
. - - .. --
days after Council approval is granted and is
copditional upon: a) posting of liability
bond (for each pennittee)--a~otL~t to be
negotiated, b) pre-payment of one year's rent
computed at negotiated rate per acre (for
each permittee).
5.3-03. Permits issued under this Section shall not
exceed two years, and may be renewed for like
periods upon application to the Council.
5.3-04. Permits are issued only for exploratory
surveys.
5.4 EXECUTION OF THE EXPLORATORY PERMIT
5.4~Ol.All parties to a lease sale for the right to
. extract hard mineral resources from any por-
tion of the seabotto~ of the state shall be
-requ~red to cooperate in a collectively fi-
nanced survey of that portion, as defined by .
the Council. The results of su9~ survey will
. .
be public lcnowledge. ~o indiv~dual.or con-
cer~ not party to the collective survey will
be allowed to submit a bid.
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5.4-02. Such survey will be by an independent firm
approved by the State~, if carried out by
the permittees, shall be supervised by state
inspectors whose expenses will be paid in
advance for each month of exploration.
5.4-03. Such survey will define the deposits proposed
to be developed, describe range of probable
ore values and estimate costr-of processing
the ore to a salable product.
5.4-04. Such survey will produce an Environmental
Impact Statement which shal!address itself
to questions of biological, chemical, physical
and aesthetic effects of mining o~ t4e_~~r~ne
- --
environment. A complete outline of necessary
i~formation is provided on pages 59-63 and
67-68 of the accompa~ying study.
5.4-05. Monthly records of all survey activity and
results including information generated under
5.4-03 and 04 shall be submitted to the Coun-
cil or its designated representative before
the end of each month following that for which
the report is issued~
5.4-06. The Council reserves to itself the right to
rule on the acceptability of survey methods.
5.4-07. Seismic explorations involving explosives
shall not be permitted lli~less it can be sub-
stantiated to the satisfaction of the Council
that the use of explosives is essential_to
the ?ature of the -exploration and there will
be no resultant dmnages. Where explosives
are permitted, the Council res~Fves to ~itself
the right to set such conditi~ps on their use
as it deems necessary to protect hlli~a~ life
and other marine resources. A State inspector
I\
\
I
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will be on board fu~y vessel approved to dis-
charge explosives and will be empowered to
terminat~ their use if unacceptable res~lts
are observed.
5.4-08. Exploratory pilot production is not considered
an acceptable survey method and extraction o~
material for this purpose shall require specif-
ic application to the Counci~ for each site
proposed. Approval will be conditional upon
justification under the provisions of 5.4-03
and upon reasonable assuranc~ that conditions
of 5.4-04 will not be violated. Approval
will be by written notice and shall be valid
.. . - - ---- .. _-
for a period determined at the Council's dis-
cretion. The Council shall set additional
conditions on pilot production as shall be
deemed necessary.
5.4-09. The issuance of permits shall be subject to
any future rules and regulations which may be
adopted by the Council. W~en such changes
or additions are proposed, all permittees
shall be given due written notice.
5.4-10. No permit, or portion thereof, shall be
assignable without the prior written consent
of theCouncil. Assignees will be bound by
all obligations assu~ed by the original
permittee.
5.4-11. Any permittee may volQ~tarily renounce his
exploratory rights,- but will not be entItled
to ref~~d of-any rentals paid the State and
;
will be prohibited from sUbrnit~~ng a bid for
an' extraction lease to the plaf or plats in
question.
----
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5.4-12. The Council may terminate the rights granted
by perrnit for non-compliance or non-payment
of legal rents and charges.
5.4-13. The Council shall fine the permittee for non-
compliance with permit conditions. Such fine
will be $2,000 for each violation, with each
day of a continuing violation considered in-
dependently.~ The permittee may appeal such
fines through State District Courts.
5.4-14. No permit shall be granted to any person then
in violation of any laws or-regulations appli-
cable to such operations.
5.4-15. Avoidable pollution of the ocean, the waters
. ~ - _. -- - .- - -
. 'covering submerged lands, the beaches, land
~derlying the ocea~ or other grom~d or sur-
face waters or W1Y substantial impairment of
and interference with the enjoyment and use
thereof, including but not limited to bathing,
boating, fishing, fish and wildlife production,
and navigation, shall be prohibited, and the
permittee or lessee shall exercise a high
degree of care to provide that no refuse of
any kind from any works shall be permitted
to be deposited on or pass into the waters of
the oce~~, any bay or inlet thereof, or any
other waters of the State; provided, however,
that this Section does not apply to the deposit
on or passing into such waters of water con-
taining bottom sedi1nents in quantities 'arid of
chemical composition determined acceptable by
the Council. Avoidable pollution means, pollu-
tion arising from: -
a. the acts or ommissions of the lessee or
",,'
.---
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permittee or its officers, employees or
agents; or
b. events that could have been prevented by
the lessee or permittee or its officers,
employees or agents through the exercise of
a high degree of care.
Methods acceptable to and approved by the Coun-
cil must be used for the aontainmen~ and re-
lease of any and all wastes generated by mem-
bers of the working crew and from the operations.
The lessee or permittee shall be held respon-
sible for any dmaages resulting from avoidable
pollution caused by the exp'l.or-atri on and..s_ha:Ll
. - - --
immediately notify the Council of such dwnages
o~ pollution and move irnmediately to correct,
alleviate or eliminate such damages or pollu-
tion. All such actions shall be subject to
the direction of a Council representative.
5.4-16. All pennits or leases granted pursuant to
this Regulation shall be subject to prior
approval by the Department of Defense of the
United States ill1d shall be subject to any
restriction or limitation imposed by the De-
partment of Defense.
5.4-17. The Council reserves to itself the right to
set aside sanctuaries within areas opened to
. exploration. These shall be delineated when
permits are negotiated under 5.3-01 and ~hall
.-.include: a) bottom.s -of· depth less than 80 ·feet
below mean low water, b) active and inactive;
dumping grounds, c) shellfish b~:ds and fish
spawning and nur-s eay areas, d) .~a.reas of, pollut ed
sediment, e) cable a~d pipeline ayeas, f) re-
stricted navigation chrolllels. (These
--
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prohibited areas are defined in greater
detail in the accompanying study.)
(6) EXTRACTION:
6.1 PRELHrINARY APPLICATION
6.1-01. Parties to joint exploratory permits to areas
opened to exploration under Section 5.1-01, 02,
and 03 shall notify the Council of their inten-
tion to submit bids for extraction rights upon
completion of exploration under Section 5.4.
6.1-02. No persons not party to joint exploration
under 5.4-01 shall be allowed to submit a bid.
- 6.1-03. Applications for the right to submit bids shall
provide the following information at least go
days prior to the time Council acti;~ -i~ de~
sired:
a. All information required under 5.1-05
(original information shall suffice).
b. Department of the Army permit, issued by
the United States Corps of Engineers,
authorizing the proposed dredging.
c. Description of the deposit to be mined.
d. statements as to the amount of material
to be removed annually.
e. Final estimates of probable ore values and
cost of processing tmder 5.4-03 including
results of all pilot production activities
carried out under 5.4-08.
f. All monthly reports of activity and results
under 5.4-05.
g. Complete results of Envirorunental Impact
Statement as defined under 5.4-04 (with
reference to specific consi~~rations as
outlines in pages 59-63 and 67-68 of the
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accompanying study).
6 ;,1-04. Applications v/ill be acc omparri.ed by a $2,000
filing fee.
6.1-05. Applications will not be entertained for any
areas not included in the original exploratory
permit issued under 5.4.
6.2 PUBLIC HEARING
6.2-01. Notice of intention to en~ertain bids for
extraction will be made as in 5.2-01.
6.2-02. A public hearing will be held prior to con-
sideration of bids as in 5.2~02; Such hearing
to be held under procedures as in 5.2-03.
6.2-03. All records and results of explora:to_ry _l?1.!.rv.ey
. . - - - _ ..
work, including all material submitted in
support of applications submitted ~mder 6.1-03,
but most especially the Environmental Impact
statement, shall be open to public inspection
for a period not less than 30 days prior to
the date of the public hearing. Sufficient
copies of pertinent material will be made
available to allow free access.
6.2-04. Any member of the interested public, state
agency, or other organization may submit
evidence or testify to its opinion before this
public hearing under provisions of the Ad-
ministrative Procedures Act.
6.3 LEASE TERNS
6.3~Ol. Upon consultation with interested State
. agencies, personnel' of, the Division of Coastal
Resources and the Coastal Resources Center, ,
a..""1d other interested- parties, 8:.1?-d after-the
. .
holding of a public hearing un4er Section 6.2,
the Council shall include such' conditions in
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the lease terms as it deems necessary to pro-
tect the fish, game, wildlife, natural resources
and private interests within the State •.
6.3-02. The Council, in setting such conditions, shall
pay particular attention to the Environmental
Impact Statement and to the several management
recommendations and guidelines issued for its
use by the Coastal ResourcBs~enter.- Effects
of proposed activity on other users of the
marine envirorunent shall be a primary con-
sideration.
- 6.3-03. Lease conditions shall set forth areas closed
to mining activity under Section 5_.~~~7__and
.. ~ .. -
shall delineate the size and shape of the
pa~cel offered for lease.
6.3-04. A rental of $1.00 per acre per year will be
charged for rights to areas covered by the
lease and shall be credited towards royalty
payments.
6.3-05. A lease shall grm~t the exclusive right to
remove sand &~d gravel or other designated
minerals in the leased land m~d shall be for
a primary term of ten (10) years and for so
long thereafter as ~inerals are produced in
paying quantities from the leased land, or
the lessee is diligently conducting, producing,
-repairing or other necessary lease maintenance
operations on the leased land, or is exc~sed
.-.f'rom. conducting such -operations under the -'
terms of the lease.
6.3-06. The State reserves the right to_lermit reason-
-able nonconflicting use (inclu~jng seismic
surveys but excluding core hole drilling of
4_--._- _
by the
5.4-16.
6.4
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lands under lease) so long as: a) such uses
do not unreasonably impair or interfere with
operations of the lessee,·· and b) requirement
is made that the permittee indemnify the lessee
against any damage caused by such use.
6.3-07. The issuance of leases is subject to any
future rules and regulations which may be
adopted by the Council. Whe~ such changes or
additions are proposed, all lessees shall be
given due nTitten notice.
6.3-08. Leases are further subject to approval
United States Defense Department as in
LEASE BIDDING
-6.4-01. Bids may be for the whole or any particularly
d~scribed portion of the land advertised.
6.4-02. Upon \7ritten notification of proposed lease
conditions and restrictions, applicants under
6.1 shall have 30 days to submit sealed bids
for extraction rights to all deposits identi-
fied in such notification.
6.4-03. Bidding shall be for a lump sum bonus to be
paid to the State of Rhode Isl~~d under such
conditions as the Co~~cil shall deem appro-
priate m1d for royalties to be paid to the
State based on gross revenue generated by
production.
6.4-04. The Council is empowered to establish what
shall be considered a minimum royalty.
6.4-05-.- Minimum royalty for- sand and gravel extraction
will be comnuted on the basis of the following
... ..
formula: R = .10 +·.08 (0-31. ~?)F
.
Where R = Royalty in dollars agd cents -per
cubic yard and
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C = weighted average of gross sales price
per pubic yard of ore (or material)
determined by the actual gross sales
value of the ore sold on a quarterly
basis during the first year of the lease.
F represents the "bid factor" to be inserted
at the time of bid.
6.4-05. Submitting of a bid shall-be·~onstrued as
acceptance of any and all lease terms, con~_
ditions a~d restrictions.
6.4-06. The bid shall be enclosed in" a sealed envelope,
shall be on the form prOVided by the Council
and shall be accompanied by a cer~iti~d_Qr
-- - .. - - - -
cashier's check or checks payable to the State
o~ Rhode Islrn~d in -the amount of 25% of the
bonus bid which sum shall be deposited as
evidence of good faith and, except in the case
of the successful bidder, shall be returned
promptly. If the successful bidder fails to
pay the balance of the cash bonus bid within
a period determined by the Councilor the
annual rental within 15 days after the award
of the lease, or fails to post any bond re-
quired by the lease within the time prescribed,
the a~ount of the deposit shall be forfeited
to the State and the lease rebid.
6.5 AWARDING LEASE
~.5-01. At the time and place specified in the notice
. to b~dders, the Counci-l shall publicly open
the sealed bids and shall within thirty (30)
days re j ect all bids or award t)~.e Leas e: to a
responsible bidder who, in add~tion to -com-
plying with all of the conditions for bidding,
III
. - ......
offers the highest cash bonus and royalty bid.
The Council may reject any or all bids.
6.5-02. A bond in the amount of $100,000 for liability
as a result of activities under the lease
shall be posted by the successful bidder
within such time as shall be determined by .
the Council, but no later than the beginning
of operations. Failure tu ~ost bond in the
specified time will lead to forfeiture of
lease rights under 6.4-06.
6 .6 LEASE REVE~ruES
6.6-01. Annual rent as set forth in 6.3-04 shall be
payable in adv&~ce on the first day of each
.- - ... _. -- - - ... - .
'lease year. Amount paid will be credited
tiowar-de royal t~· paymerrt s , '
6.6-02. Royalty payments as set forth in 6.4-04 a~d
05 shall be payable at the end of each lease
year beginning with the first year of recovery.
6.6-03. If the COlli~cil or its' designated representative
directs the suspension of operations and pro-
duction in the interest of conservation, no
royalty or rental payments will be payable
for this period, provided that suspension
is not necessitated by violation of lease
provisions.
6.6-04. Royalties will be subject to renegotiation,
at the Council's discration, upon tennination
of the primary ten year lease term and !ive
year, intervals ther:eafter.
6.6-05. The Council may reduce rental or royalty on
a leasehold or any portion of J:t if it is
determined that the lease canqot be
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successfully operated under original te~s
and if promotion of further development is
deemed desirable.
6.6-05. Revenues accruing to the state from application
fees, royalties, rentals and other charges
shall be disposed of as follows:
a. Application fees shall be applied to the
costs associated with public~earings and shall
include cost of publishing notices, copies
of application materials, and holding hearings
themselves. Any balance shall revert to the
General Fund.
b. Royalty and rental revenues shall revert
- _. -- - -- - -
to the General Fund except that 25% of revenues
ge~erated shall be placed in alliarine Environ-
ment Conservation Fund to be used to finance
continued research directed towards enhance-
ment of the State's marine resources.
6.6-06. Costs associated with the periodic monitoring
of operational activities and auditing of
production records by designated representatives
of the Council shall be borne by the lessee.
6.6-07. The State shall have a lien upon all produc-
tion for ~~paid royalties.
6.6-08. iihen it appears to the satisfaction of the
Cowlcil that ~~y person has Dade a paJ~ent to
, ,
-the State of Rhode Islmld in excess of the
amount he was lawfully required to pay, ~uch
-excess shall be repaid- VIi thout interest "to
such person if a request is filed within two
years after the making of, the p?:yment.
" -6.7 OPEHATIO?'TAL OBLIGATIOI{S Aim LIABILITY ,.
6.7-01. The lessee shall be held accolUltable to
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observe all conditions set forth in his lease.
In addition, he shall be held accountable for
avoidable pollution as defined, and under con-
, , .
ditions set forth in 5.4-15.
6.7-02. The lessee shall be held accountable to future
rules issued under conditions of 6.3-07.
6.7-03. Subject to the right to surrender, the lessee
shall commence operations-for the extraction
of the minerals specified in his lease within
five (5) years from date of the lease, unle~s
the Council shall have, for cause, granted an
extension of time for such act. In addition,
the lessee shall observe such production
req~ir~ments as the Council d~ems '~~c~~~~ry
tq encourage the exercise of due diligence
on his part.
6.7-04. Periodic mutual negotn.atdcns between lessee
and lessor may be carried out to make conditions,
rules and regulationa current as warrented by
changes in environment or operational methods.
6.7-05. The lessee may at any time file with the Council
a written surrender of all rights under the
lease or any portion thereof or ~~y separate
or distinct zone or geological horizon or any
portion thereof. Such surrender shall be
effective as of the date of its filing subject
to the continuing obligation of the lessee
to pay all rentals m~d royalties theret?for
accrued and to restore the production site
. .
to a condition acceptable to-the Council.
Thereupon the lessee shall be :.eleasedfrom
ali obligations lli~der such lea~e w~th-respect
to the Im~ds, zones or horizons surrendered,
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but no such surrender shall release such
lessee from any liability for breach of any
monetary obligation of the lease with respect
to which such lessee is in default at the time
of the filing of such surrender.
6.7-06. The lessee may not assign title to his lease
to any person without prior written permission
of the Council as set forth ~n 5.4-10. The
assignee is them bound by all conditions of
the original lease and such additional con-
ditions as may be set by the- Council.
6;7-07. The lessee shall keep open at all reasonable
times for inspection of any duly authorized
~- - .. _. _. - .- - -
representative of the Council the leased
~ea and all extraction sites, production
units and machinery and fixtures thereon
!'. and all books , accounts, maps and records
relative to operations and surveys or inves-
tigations on or with regard to the leased
area or under the lease.
6.7-08. The lessee shall cause to be filed with the
Council by the last day of each succeeding
month a separate report of operations for
each production site on his leased area for
each calender month beginning with the start
of production. This report will disclose all
operations, indicate their status to date,
indicate the n~~ber of days of actual pro-
duction and the quantity of mineral produced,
the depth of operations, dates and reasons
for shutdovms wld any other in~ormation that
the Council shall deem necessapy.
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6.7-09. In the event production on the leasehold
shall cease at any time or from time to time,
after the expiration of the primary term of
the lease, the lease shall nevertheless con-
tinue in full force and effect if the lessee
shall, within six (6) months after the cessa-
tion of production or within such longer period
of time as the Council may a~~horize, commence
and thereafter prosecute with reasonable dili-
. gence repairing or other operations for the
restoration of production.
6.-8 ENFORCEMENT
6.8-01. The Council shall have the right to suspend
production lli~der 6.7-07 if it-is d~te~ni;ed
that activities pose an unacceptable threat
to the marine environe~~t, whether by accident
or design. Production may be recommenced upon
satisfaction that adequate remedial steps have
been taken.
6.8-02. Willful violation of lease provisions or
legally binding Council directives shall be
considered a misdemeanor and punished under
5.4-13 with a fine of $2,000 for each offense,
each day of continued violation being considered
a s~parate .offense.
6.8-03. The Council shall reserve and may exercise
the authority to cancel roLy lease upon failure
of the lessee after thirty (30) days' written
notice and demand fDr-performance to comply
with any of the provisions of the lease or of
laws or re~llations.applicable_~hereto-and
in"force at the date of the inyitation-for
bids in pursuance of which the lease was
6.9
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awarded; provided, however, that in the event
of any such cancellation the lessee shall have
the right to retain Q~der such lease any and
all production sites as to which no default
exists. In the event of cancellation of any
lease, the lessee shall have a reasonable
time within which to remove any property,
equipment, and facilities-own~d or used by
the lessee in connection with operations under
the lease.
6.8-04. Cancellation shall be by legal action taken
in State District Courts by the Office of
Attorney General at the request of the Coun-
. _. - . - _. -- - .- - ..
cil. The lessee may contest cancellation of
~s lease at this time.
6.8-05. The Court will be asked to issue a temporary
restraining order preventing continued pro-
duction while cffi1cellation proceedings are
in progress.
6.8-06. The invitation of c~Lcellation proceedings
will have no bearing on the lessee's liability
to fines levied under 6.8-02.
6.8-07. The Cov~cil may s~~arily c~~cel any lcase
determined to have been obtained by fraud or
misinterpretation.
6.8-08. Any person complaining of cancellation of a
lease may have such action reviewed in State
District Court by filing a petition for
revievI VIithin 60 days -after the action.' - ,"
ADDITIONAL POWERS
6.9-01. Aggregate offloading, storage ~~d processing
fa~ilities shall be included apong those
specific activities ~~d land uses which the
· . 117
Council is empowered to regulate under the
r
provisions of u46-23-6B of Chapter 279,
Public Laws 1971, where these facilities are
determined to be dependent on marine aggregate
supplies.
6.9-02. Recognizing the delicate balance of forces
constituting an active beach and further
recognizing the importance o~ said beaches
to the State, it shall be considered a criminal
violation of law to alter existing topography
for the purpose of mineral extraction from
the face, berm, back slope or adjacent dunes
of any coastal beach or shore without the
- - ~ ... - .~ . - - ~-
express consent of the Council.
:\Pl'E:\I>I~ R
RcglllJtion of Illrd-!\linn.d
~'lining on the Continental Shelf
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